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DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTIPLE-PARAMETER NONLINEAR 
PERTURBATION PROCEDURE FOR TRANSONIC 

TURBOMACHINERY FLOWS: PRELIMINARY 
APPLICATION TO DESIGN/OPTIMIZATION 

PROBLEMS 

Stephen S. Stahara, James P. Elliott, 
and John R. Spreiter 

Nielsen Engineering 6 Research, Inc. 
Mountain View, CA 

SUMMARY 

An investigation was conducted to continue the development 
of perturbation procedures and associated computational codes 
for rapidly determining approximations to nonlinear flow 
solutions, with the purpose of establishing a method for 
minimizing computational requirements associated with parametric 
design studies of transonic flows in turbomachines. The results 
reported here concern the extension of the previously-developed 
successful method for single-parameter perturbations to simul- 
taneous multiple-parameter perturbations, and the preliminary 
application of that multiple-parameter procedure in combination 
with an optimization method to blade design/optimization 
problems. 

In order to provide as severe a test as possible of the 
method, attention is focused in particular on transonic flows 
which are highly supercritical. Flows past both isolated blades 
and compressor cascades, involving simultaneous changes in both 
flow and geometric parameters, are considered. Comparisons with 
the corresponding 'exact' nonlinear solutions display remarkable 
accuracy and range of validity, in direct correspondence with 
previous results for single-parameter perturbations. Initial 
applications of the perturbation method combined with an 
optimization procedure demonstrate the ability of the multiple- 
parameter method to work accurately in a design environment 
and establish its potential for reducing the computational work 
required in such applications by an order of magnitude. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

With the continuing success of advanced computational 
methods to determine solutions to increasingly complex fluid 
dynamic phenomena, it has become clearly apparent that 
in order to employ these methods in applications requiring 
routine high-frequency use, a means must be found to reduce the 
computational demands necessary in their straightforward 
application. While this need exists across a spectrum of 
aerodynamic users, it is particularly high in turbomachinery 
applications. There both the basic aerodynamic computation is 
time-consuming and the number of variable flow and geometry 
parameters are large, making any turbomachinery parametric or 
design study computationally expensive under the best of 
circumstances, and in many instances using more advanced codes, 
prohibitively so. 

The ultimate objective underlying this study is to develop 
the means of reducing substantially the overall computational 
requirements necessary for turbomachinery design or parametric 
studies by minimizing the actual number of "expensive" numerical 
flow solutions required. That such procedures are achievable 
has been successfully demonstrated in the previous phase (ref. 1) 
of this study. In that work, a perturbation method was developed 
and tested on a large number of nonlinear flow problems involv- 
ing single-parameter changes of a variety of flow and geometric 
parameters. Subcritical and supercritical flows past isolated 
blades and compressor cascades were considered, with particular 
emphasis placed on supercritical transonic flows which exhibited 
large surface shock movements over the parametric range studied. 
Comparisons of the perturbation predictions with the corresponding 
'exact' nonlinear solutions indicated a remarkable accuracy and 
range of validity of the perturbation method. 

The work reported here describes the continued extension 
and refinement of that perturbation technique, and has focused 
on the development of its capability for actual application 
to practical turbomachinery design problems requiring the highly 
repetitive use of computational codes to determine a large 
number of related flow solutions. Two primary tasks were 
involved. The first consisted of the extension of the method 
to treat simultaneous multiple-parameter perturbations. The 
second involved the combination of the perturbation method with 
an optimization procedure, and the preliminary application of 
that combination to blade design/optimization problems. The 
nature of the present work is both exploratory and developmental 
in that aspects of the procedure--such as its validity, range 
of accuracy, and computational economy for multiple-parameter 
perturbation problems and its workability in an optimization 
design environment--will be investigated, and a computational 
code for multiple-parameter perturbations will be developed. 
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2. ANALYSIS 

2.1 Perturbation Concept and Previous Applications 

The classical approach of performing a perturbation analysis-- 
consisting of establishing and solving a series of linear 
perturbation equations--appears an an obvious choice for the 
current applications. However, results from the initial phase 
of this study (ref. 2) demonstrate that for applications to 
sensitive flows such as occur in transonic situations, the 
basic linear variation assumption fundamental to the technique 
is sufficiently restrictive that the permissable range of 
parameter variation is so small to be of little practical use. 
An interesting alternative to the linear perturbation equation 
approach has recently been successfully examined in which a 
correction technique is used that employs two or more nonlinear 
base solutions. For that method, the basic perturbation 
solution is determined simply by differencing two nonlinear 
base flow solutions removed from one another by some nominal 
change of a particular flow or geometrical quantity. A unit 
perturbation solution is then obtained by dividing that result 
by the change in the perturbed quantity. Related solutions are 
determined by multiplying the unit perturbation by the desired 
parameter change and adding that result to the base flow 
solution. This simple procedure, however, only works directly 
for continuous flows for which the perturbation change does 
not alter the solution domain. For those perturbations which 
change the flow domain, coordinate stretching is necessary to 
ensure proper definition of the unit perturbation solution. 
Similarly, for discontinuous flows, coordinate straining is 
necessary to account for movement of discontinuities due to 
the perturbation. 

In a number of recent applications of the method (refs. l-71, 
results have been obtained which demonstrate the accuracy, range 
of validity, and versatility of perturbation methods based on 
such ideas. The most extensive and systematic of these are 
provided in references 1 and 7, where results are reported for 
a variety of flow and geometry parameter perturbation case 
studies of nonlinear subsonic and transonic flows past both 
isolated blades and compressor cascades. In those results, 
particular emphasis was placed on strongly supercritical tran- 
sonic flows which exhibit large surface shock movements over the 
parameter range studied. Comparisons of the perturbation results 
with the corresponding 'exact' nonlinear solution display 
remarkable accuracy across the spectrum of examples studied. 

The basis of this accuracy lies in the use of coordinate 
straining. This provides the means in determining the unit 
perturbation to account properly for the displacement of 
discontinuities and maxima of high-gradient regions due to a 
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parameter change. This in turn enables the perturbation method 
to maintain uncommon accuracy in regions of high gradients over 
large parametric ranges. In reference 1, a detailed examination 
was made of the effect of employing different classes of straining 
functions. Those results have illustrated deficiencies in 
certain classes of straining functions and have lead to the 
identification of a superior class of straining functions. These 
results are discussed in more detail in section 2.3. 

2.2 Simultaneous Multiple-Parameter 
Perturbation Formulation 

To provide the theoretical basis of the perturbation 
method as applied to simultaneous multiple-parameter perturbations 
of flows containing multiple shocks or high-gradient regions? 
consider the formulation of the procedure at the full potential 
equation level, since all of the results presented here are 
based on that level. Denote the operator L acting on the full 
velocity potential Cp as that which results in the two-dimen- 
sional full-potential equation for @, i.e., 

L[O] = 0 

If we now expand the potential in terms of zero- and higher- 
order components in order to account for the variation of M 
arbitrary geometrical or flow parameters q- 7 

(1) 

(2) 

qj = 90. + “qj 
J 

and then insert this into the governing equation (l), expand 
the result, order the equations into zero- and first-order 
components, and make the obvious choice of expansion parameters 
E. 

3 
= Aq. 

7 
we obtain the following governing equations for the 

zero- and M first-order components 

LIQo] = 0 
(3) 

LIL@ljl aq. + -L LIQo] = 0 
3 
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Here Ll is a linear operator whose coefficients depend on zero- 
order qua;;ities and aLIOoJ/aqj represents a 'forcing' term due 
to the q- 

I 
perturbation. Actual forms of Ll and the 'forcing' 

term are provided in reference 2 for a variety of flow and 
geometry parameter perturbations of a two-dimensional turbo- 
machine, and in reference 4 for profile shape perturbations of 
an isolated airfoil. An important point regarding Equation (3) 
for the first-order perturbations Q1 is that these equations 

j 
represent a unit perturbation independent of the actual value of 
the perturbation quantity E.. 

J 
Appropriate account of the movement of a multiple number of 

discontinuities and maxima of high-gradient regions due to the 
perturbation is now accomplished by the introduction of strained 
coordinates (s,t) in the form 

x=s+ jllEjxl (s9t) 

(4) 
M 

y=t+ j&EjY1 (' ,t) 

where 

Xl(SJ) = Y Gxix1 (’ ,t> 
i=l i 

(5) 
N 

Y1(SPt) = IIGYiY1 CsPt> 
i 

and E.&X. 13 EjsYi represent individual displacements due to 
pertuibation of the qj th parameter of the N strained points, 
and x1 (s,t), yl (s,t) are straining functions associated with 

i i 
each of the N strained points. Introducing the strained 
coordinate Equations (4) and (5) into the expansion formulation 
leaves the zero-order result in Equation (3) unchanged, but 
results in a change of the following form for the j th pertur- 
bation 

L1[@lel + L2 
j 

[(aol + -?- LIOo] = 0 
J 

aq 
j 
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Here the operators are understood to be expressed in terms of 
the strained (s,t) coordinates, and the additional operator L2. 

3 
arises specifically from displacement of the strained points. 
In references 3 and 4, specific expressions for L2. are provided 
for selected perturbations involving transonic small-disturbance 
and full-potential equation formulations. The essential point, 
however, with regard to perturbation Equation (6) expressed in 
strained coordinates is that it remains valid as before for a 
unit perturbation and independent of E.. 

I 
In employing the correction method, Equation (6) for the 

jth unit perturbation is solved by taking the difference between 
two solutions obtained by the full nonlinear procedure after 
appropriately straining the coordinates. If we designate the 
solutions for some arbitrary dependent flow quantity Q as 
base Q, and calibration Q Cj ' respectively, of the varied 
independent parameter qi, we have for the predicted flow at 
some new parameter valui q. I 

Q(x,Y) = Q,(s,t > + jIl&j9, (S ,t 
j 

where 

1 

Qc . C'j 3 Yj) - Qo(S,t) 
Q, = I 

.I . 

I 

X. - = s + J1; J 

! - 

j 
GXiX1 (s , t) 

i 

1 

yj 
= t + 1 EjGYiY1. (s,t) 

i=l 1 

E. 
I 

+ . . . 

X = S + jT, ~ ('j - ') 

(7) 

y=t+ jJ : (Yj - t, I 

(Continued) 



[Eq. (8) Continued] 

E. = q 
J C- 

7 
- 90. 

J 
, (8) 

In the following section, applications of the correction procedure 
are made to predict surface properties. Also provided is the 
particular form of the straining functions Equation (5) found 
to be most effective in those applications. 

2.3 Application to Surface Properties 

For the current applications, we have employed coordinate 
straining with the correction method to predict distributions of 
surface properties for simultaneous multiple-parameter pertur- 
bations of aerodynamic flows. In that instance where flow 
properties are required along some contour, the strained- 
coordinate solutions can be represented by 

M 
Q(x;E) - Q, (s) + j&EjQle(Sl + *** 

J 

X - s + j&jXl(s) + . . . 

(9) 

(10) 

where x is the independent variable measuring distance along 
the contour or a convenient projection of that distance? s is the 
strained coordinate, and E. J a small parameter representing the 
change in one of M flow or geometrical variables which we wish 
to vary simultaneously. 

In order to determine the first-order corrections Qlj(s), 
we require one base and M calibration solutions in which the 
calibration solutions are determined by varying each of the 
M arbitrary independent parameters qj by some nominal amount 
from the base flow value while keeping the others fixed at 
their base values. 

In this way, the first-order corrections Ql.(s) can be 
determined as 3 



,. . .-_-.-_.- ..-.-.--.. ~ 

Qc - (Xj I - Q, (S) 
Q1.(sl = 7 (11) 

J E. 
7 

where Qc. is the calibration solution corresponding to changing 
the j th J parameter to a new value q,., Xj is the strained coordinate 
pertaining to the Qc. calibration silution, 

3 
and E. = q,. - q, 

J 
represents the change in the qi parameter from its baselflow j 

value. If we now desire to kegp invariant during the pertur- 
bation process a total of N points corresponding to discontuities 
or high-gradient maxima, we can represent the solution by 

QCX,Ej) = 

where Ql (s) is given above 
j 

x. = s 
J 

x=s 

E. 
J 

E. 
7 

Q,(s) + jllEjQl (Is) 
j 

and 

+ i~lEjsxix, (') 
i 

+ Ii! 
i=l 

Ej GXiX1 (s) 
; 

= 9,. - q,. 
J J 

= 9j - 90. 
J 

C E-6X. = (x. - xp, 
J 1 1 

j 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Here ej6xi given in Equation (17) represents the displacement 

of the ith invariant point in the j th calibration solution from 
its base flow location due to the selected change E. in the q. J J 
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parameter given by Equation (15), ~~~~~ given in Equation (18) 
represents the predicted displacement of the i th invariant point 
from its base flow location due to the desired change E. in the 

? qj parameter given by Equation (16), and xl.(s) is a unit-order 
straining function having the property that' 

1 k=i 
Xl 

i 
(x;) = 

0 kfi 
(191 

which assures alignment of the i th invariant point between the 
base and calibration solutions. 

In addition to the single condition Equation (19) on the 
straining function, it may be convenient or necessary to impose 
additional conditions at other locations along the contour. For 
example, it is usually necessary to hold invariant the end points 
along the contour, as well as to require that the straining 
vanish in a particular fashion in those locations. All of these 
conditions, however, do not serve to determine the straining 
uniquely. The nonuniqueness of the straining, nevertheless, can 
often be turned to advantage, either by selecting particularly 
simple classes of straining functions or by requiring the strain- 
ing to satisfy further constraints convenient for a particular 
application. 

The fact of nonuniqueness of straining function? however, 
raises a further question of the dependence of the final 
perturbation-predicted result on choice of straining function. 
An initial example of the effect of employing two different 
straining functions for a strongly supercritical flow was 
provided in reference 3, and in reference 1 a detailed examina- 
tion was made of the dependence of perturbation results on 
several classes of different straining functions. Although 
it can be demonstrated (ref. 8) that the final perturbation- 
predicted result obtained when employing strained coordinates 
is formally independent of the particular straining function 
used--provided that the straining function moves the invariant 
points to the proper locations--the results of reference 1 
demonstrate that, under certain conditions, particular classes 
of straining functions can induce spurious perturbation results. 
The underlying reason is that, while the perturbation-predicted 
results at and in the vicinity of invariant points are independent 
of the choice of straining function (provided invariant point 
locations are preserved), some classes of straining functions 
have the undesirable property of producing unwanted straining 
in certain regions removed from the invariant points. The 
correction for this deficiency, which was found in reference 1 
and has proven effective in all case studies undertaken, is to 
employ linear piecewise-continuous straining functions. This 



both preserves the accuracy of the perturbation results in the 
vicinity of the invariant points, and introduces no excessive 
straining in regions removed from those locations. 

For linear piecewise-continuous straining functions, the 
functional forms of the straining can be compactly written. 

X. =s+ 
J I 

0 
xi+l - s 

0 0 
l (xf - xp, 

xi+l - xi j 
(20) 

0 
S - x- 

+ 1 
0 0 l $+I - xy+l) 

I 

H(x;+~ - s) l H(s - x;) 
xi+l - x. 

1 j 

where H denotes the Heaviside step function. As discussed 
above, it is usually necessary to hold invariant both of the 
end points along the contour in addition to the points corre- 
sponding to discontinuities or high-gradient maxima. Consequently, 
for the results reported here, the array of invariant points 
in the base and calibration solutions have been taken as 

0 
X- 

1 
= {O, xy, x;, .-*, x$ 1) 

(21) 
C 

X. 
1. 

= IO, x; , x; , -a*, x;., 13 
J j j 3 

where the contour length has been normalized to unit 
b 

and 
where n is the number of invariant points along the lade 
contour exclusive of the end points. 
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3. RESULTS 

Because the ultimate utility of the perturbation methods 
being developed under this investigation is in engineering 
design or parametric analysis, the two primary objectives of 
the current study were to develop the simultaneous multiple- 
parameter capability of the method and then to examine the 
accuracy and range of validity of the multiple-parameter method 
in situations characteristic of that environment. Toward that 
end, we have tested the method in a series of problems involving 
simultaneous multiple-parameter variations of both flow and 
geometric quantities. As with the testing of the single- 
parameter method (ref. l), emphasis was placed on transonic flows 
past both isolated blades and compressor cascades that are 
strongly supercritical and exhibit large surface shock movement 
over the parametric range studied. Additionally, we have 
coupled the multiple-parameter method with an optimization 
procedure to test the method's ability to perform in an actual 
design environment. These preliminary case studies of the 
combined perturbation/optimization method actually resulted 
in the most demanding tests of the perturbation method under- 
taken to date for observing its ability to work accurately under 
extreme interpolation/extrapolation conditions. 

3.1 Simultaneous Multiple-Parameter Perturbations 

In Figure 1, we present a comparison of results for the 
simultaneous perturbation of thickness ratio and oncoming Mach 
number of highly-supercritical flows past a series of isolated 
NACA four-digit (00Xx) blade profiles. The base flow chosen 
for these results is at Mm = 0.820 and -c = 0.120, and is 
indicated on both plots shown in Figure 1 as the dashed line. 
Those results were obtained by solving the full-potential 
equation based on the finite-difference relaxation approximate- 
factorization method of reference 9. The body-fitted mesh 
employed had 75 points on both upper and lower surfaces. The 
calibration solution selected to account for Mach number changes 
is at Mm = 0.800 and T = 0.120, and is displayed as the dotted 
line in the plot on the left; while the calibration flow 
selected to account for thickness-ratio changes is at Moo = 0.820 
and 'c = 0.110 and is displayed as the dotted line in the plot 
on the right. The open circles represent the perturbation- 
predicted solution for Mco = 0.790 and 'c = 0.115, which is a 
parameter extrapolation in Moo and interpolation in 'c. Those 
results are meant to be compared with the 'exact' nonlinear 
results which is indicated as the solid line. We note that the 
indicated results for base, perturbation, and exact nonlinear 
solution in both plots in Figure 1 are the same; the reason 
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for presenting two plots is to indicate clearly the separation 
between the base, the two calibration solutions, and the 
perturbation-predicted result. 
linear piecewise-continuous 

The straining employed is 
[see Eq. (20)], with leading and 

trailing edge and shock point held invariant. The shock point 
locations for the base and calibration flows for this example, 
as well as for all the multiple-parameter perturbation results 
presented here, were determined as the point where the pressure 
coefficient passed through critical with comprehensive gradient. 

With regard to the results, we note that the comparison 
between the perturbation-predicted and the exact nonlinear 
result is, as in the case of single-parameter perturbation 
of these flows (see Figs. 4 to 6, ref. l), extremely good, in 
particular in the region of the shock. The multiple-parameter 
perturbation result is able to accurately predict both shock 
location and the critical post-shock expansion behavior. 
Results for the region from the stagnation point to points 
just ahead of the shock are essentially identical to the exact 
nonlinear solution, as are results aft of the post-shock 
region. We note that the particular parameter values of 
(Mm,r) = (0.790, 0.115) selected for the prediction solution 
represent reasonably substantial extrapolations and interpo- 
lations from the base and calibration values. Nevertheless, 
the perturbation method is able to treat simultaneous 
parameter variations over this range accurately. 

Figure 2 presents analogous three-parameter perturbation 
results when angle-of-attack variations are included for the 
flows shown in Figure 1. Here, the base flow selected is at 
a = 0.2O, M, = 0.800, r = 0.110, and is indicated in all of the 
three plots provided as the dashed line. The calibration flow 
to account for angle-of-attack change is at a = 0.25" at the 
same (M,, -c) as the base flow, and is displayed as the dotted 
curve in the plot on the upper left. The corresponding 
calibration flow to account for Mach number change is at 
M, = 0.810 at the same (~,a) as the base flow, and is displayed 
in the upper right plot; while the calibration flow for thick- 
ness-ratio change is at T = 0.115 at the same (M,,a) as the 
base flow, and shown in the lower plot. The predicted result 
is for parameter values of c1 = 0.3', M, = 0.820, r = 0.100 and 
again represents substantial extrapolations of all three 
parameters, as can be observed in Figure 2 from the relative 
differences between the base and calibration flows. The 
reason for selecting such small angles-of-attack for these 
flows was to preserve the shock wave on the lower surface, and 
thereby create a set of multiple-shock flows which were highly 
sensitive to parameter changes. The comparisons between 
perturbation and exact nonlinear results for this case is again 
extremely good, with the prediction of both the locations of 
the shocks on the upper and lower surface given very well, as 
well as the pressure distributions in the regions immediately 
ahead and behind those shocks. For these results, linear 
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piecewise-continuous straining was employed with the invariant 
points being the lower surface trailing edge, lower surface 
shock stagnation point, 
trailing edge. 

upper surface shock, and upper surface 

The final multiple-parameter perturbation result is 
provided in Figure 3 for a four-parameter perturbation of strongly- 
supercritical full-potential flows past a cascade of blades 
having NACA four-digit profiles. The base flow is for an 
oncoming Mach number of M, = 0.780, thickness-ratio T = 0.110, 
gap-to-chord ratio t = 3.2, and oncoming inflow angle cx = 0.3", 
and is indicated on the four plots as the dashed line. Those 
results were obtained using the full-potential equation 
finite-area relaxation procedure of reference 10. The four 
calibration solutions to account for changes in the four varied 
parameters are provided in the four plots shown where the 
individual values of the calibration parameter varied are also 
indicated. Thus, the calibration solution for Mach number 
change is at M, = 0.790 with (r,t,cl) at the base flow values, 
and is indicated as the dotted result in the plot at the upper 
left. Corresponding results for the other three parameters 
are shown in the remaining plots. The comparison of the 
predicted and exact nonlinear results are for parameter values 
of M, = 0.785, r = 0.115, t = 3.1, c1 = 0.4". This particular 
set of flows was again selected because of the presence of 
multiple-shocks and high sensitivity to parameter change. As 
with the previous results for two- and three simultaneous 
parameter variations, we note that the perturbation predictions 
are once again remarkably accurate. The perturbation method 
is able both to track the location of the upper and lower surface 
shocks, as well as to predict the pressure characteristics in 
the pre-shock and post-shock regions. 

3.2 Preliminary Application of Combined 
Multiple-Parameter Perturbation Method 
With Optimization Procedures For Blade 

Design Applications 

The ultimate utility of the perturbation methods developed 
and evaluated here lies in their application to problems involving 
the high-frequency use of computational codes to determine a 
large number of related nonlinear flow solutions. In order to 
test the capability of the approximation method to work 
effectively in such practical applications, we have combined 
the method with the CONMIN optimization procedure (ref. 11) and 
have then made several preliminary case studies of the combina- 
tion on isolated blade and compressor blade design/optimization 
problems. The objectives of these initial applications were to 
examine the feasibility and potential computational savings of 
the combined approximation/optimization procedure for some 
typical design problems, and to determine the accuracy of the 
perturbation-predicted optimization results. 



The particular isolated blade design optimization problems 
selected for study involved the alteration of a baseline profile 
shape by adding to the baseline profile a set of shape functions 
according to the relation 

z(X) = z. (x> + y (DVi 
i=l 

- 1) Fi (X) (22) 

where Z, are the ordinates of the baseline profiles, Fi are the 
shape functions, and the coefficients DVi are the design variables 
whose values are determined by the optimization program as a 
result of a search through design-variable solution space to 
achieve a desired design improvement. Here for convenience 
we have chosen the coefficients of Fi to be (DYi - 1) rather 
than DVi. The general class of geometric shape functions 
employed here, and which have been found to be successful in 
previous applications involving optimization of supercritical 
airfoil sections (ref. 12), consists of exponential decay 
functions and sine functions. These are of the general form 
(1 - xl l xp/eqX and sin (~x~)~, where the exponents p, q? r, 
and n are selected to provide a desired maximum at a particular 
chordwise location. The exponential functions are generally 
employed to provide adjustments near the leading edge, while 
the sine functions are used to provide maximum ordinate changes 
at particular chordwise stations. Illustrations of the chord- 
wise variation of typical members of these shape functions are 
provided in Figure 4, and it can be seen that these functions 
smoothly concentrate ordinate thickness at selected locations. 

For the initial application of the combined perturbation/ 
optimization method, we have examined subcritical flow at 
M, = 0.10 and a = 5' past a modified NACA 64A007 profile 
involving the nine profile shape functions 

Fi = 6(1 - x)xpi/ectix i = 1,2 

2 (23) 
Fi = sin (nxri) i = 3,9 

where (pl,ql) = (O.S,lS), (p2,q2) = (0.25,10), and ri = (0.37, 
0.50, 0.66, 0.87, 1.16 1.61 
achieve their maxima wjthin j% 

2.41). The exponential functions 
of chord, while those for the 

sine functions are at (lS%, 25%, 35%, 45%, 55%, 65%, 75%) of 
chord. 

A strategy which has proved convenient for performing 
optimization studies involving aerodynamic performance 
parameters (ref. 12) has been to recontour the profile shape 
so as to tailor the surface pressure distribution to conform to 
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a desired distribution. This type of objective provides local 
control over the basic aerodynamic surface flow property of 
importance, and provides a means of attempting to achieve aft 
pressure gradients sufficiently weak to avoid separation. An 
important corollary advantage of using such an objective is that 
viscous separation can be minimized. This allows use of an 
inviscid aerodynamic flow solver in the optimization process 
rather than a much more computationally-expensive viscous solver, 
and assures that the optimization result thus obtained at the 
inviscid level is representative of the actual flow. 

Consequently, for this initial case study the overall 
performance objective was, through modification of the surface 
contour, to tailor the pressure distribution along a portion of 
the upper surface so as to conform to a desired distribution. 
In particular, it was desired to minimize both the peaky 
behavior near the leading edge and the compressive gradient 
on the aft portion of the upper surface which existed at M, = 0.10 
and ~1 = 5' on the NACA 64AOO7 baseline profile. This is illus- 
trated schematically in Figure 5. The objective function was 
taken as the minimization of the mean squared error between the 
predicted and desired surface pressure distribution, i.e., 

OBJ = ,I, Kp (x$ - cp cx,> 1 2 (24) 
predicted desired 

where K represents the number of chordwise locations xk where 
desired and calculated surface pressures are compared. 

Recall that in order to initiate the perturbation proce- 
dure in situations involving the simultaneous variation of M 
individual parameters from a baseline point, a matrix of M 
calibration solutions are required? each representing the 
solution change for a separate variation of each of the M 
parameters from its baseline value. 
times even typical, 

Because optimum? or some- 
stepsizes for a particular optimization 

problem would not generally be known a priori, one of the 
primary goals of these initial studies was the demonstration 
that the perturbation method was capable of working effectively 
even under severe conditions imposed by a poorly-selected 
initial calibration solution matrix. This was accomplished by 
examining the sensitivity and accuracy of the perturbation 
predicted optimization results as a function of the initial 
design variable stepsizes of the calibration solution matrix. 

The overall strategy, then, consistedof: (1) employing the 
perturbation method, based on some initial matrix of nonlinear 
aerodynamic solutions determined by an independent variation of 
each design variable, to provide all of the subsequent nonlinear 
aerodynamic solutions required by the optimization method for 
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searches through design space, and (2) comparing the final 
perturbation-predicted optimization results for final design 
variable and objective function values with those determined 
by using the full nonlinear aerodynamic solver throughout. 
Figure 6 shows the results of such a sensitivity study, and 
indicatesthateven under extreme test case conditions caused by 
deliberately-selected poor choices of design variable stepsizes, 
the perturbation method performs exceptionally well, never 
breaking down or yielding spurious results. Indicated on the 
plots are the final optimized design variable values after 
five search cycles as predicted by the perturbation method (a) 
for four different choices of the initial stepsize for the 
design variables, i.e., GDVi = (0.05, 0.02, 0.01, 0.001). Also 
shown are the corresponding final design variable values 
predicted when employing the nonlinear aerodynamic solver 
(ref. 13) throughout (0). As can be seen, for the extreme 
interpolation case GDVi = 0.05, except for design variables 3 
and 5, the perturbation prediction compares very favorably with 
the full nonlinear result. For GDVi = 0.02, a more reasonable 
stepsize choice, the comparison of the perturbation result is 
quite good for all the design variables, while for GDVi = 0.01, 
the perturbation prediction is essentially identical to the full 
nonlinear aerodynamic result. As a final illustration of the 
behavior of the perturbation method under extreme extrapolation 
conditions, the lower right-hand plot displays the perturbation 
predictions for bDV. = 0.001. We note that for several of the 
design variables, tie extrapolation range is of the order of 25 
times the initial stepsize; yet, the perturbation predictions 
are quite reasonable and not spurious, which is remarkable and 
indicative of the robustness of the procedure. 

Finally, we point out that all four of the perturbation- 
predicted results illustrated inFigure 6 are satisfactory in 
terms of the final objective function value obtained. These 
values are illustrated on the right of each of the plots. 
Provided for comparison are the initial (0 Initial) and final 
(0 Final) values obtained when using the nonlinear aerodynamic 
solver throughout. The value of the objective function evaluated 
at the final design variable point when using the perturbation 
method is indicated by the solid circle (0). However, the 
objective function value of real interest is the result indicated 
by the solid square (m) which represents that obtained by 
running the nonlinear aerodynamic solver at the perturbation- 
predicted final design point? and then using that solution to 
evaluate the objective function. This provides the overall 
ultimate check of the perturbation-predicted result. As can 
be seen from Figure 6, those results lie essentially on top of 
the final objective function result (0 Final) obtained when 
using the nonlinear aerodynamic solver throughout. 

The computational savings attained for this application 
are shown in Figure 7. Here, a comparison of the computational 
work versus reduction in objective function per optimization 
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cycle is provided when using the perturbation procedure (a) and 
when not using it but employing the nonlinear aerodynamic code 
(0) for each flow solution required by the optimizer. As 
can be seen, the computational time required for both the 
perturbation method and when using the full nonlinear aerody- 
namic solver throughout are the same for the first cycle, 
since both require a matrix of M + 1 (M=9 for this example) 
nonlinear aerodynamic solutions. After that, the perturbation- 
predicted results required essentially no computational time 
for cycles 2 through 5, and then a slight amount for the one 
additional call to the aerodynamic solver for the final check 
calculation (m). The reduction in the ratio of final to 
initial objective function is OBJ/(OBJ)i = 0.22 and required 
approximately 20 CPU seconds on the CDC 7600. In comparison, 
the result when not employing the perturbation method required 
approximately 80 CPU seconds for the same reduction in 
objective function, indicating the perturbation method is able 
to save 75% of the computational work in this example. 

Similar testing of the performance of the perturbation 
method for supercritical situations has also been carried out 
and has demonstrated a corresponding capability and potential 
computational savings. Because of the greater sensitivity of 
these shocked flows, two separate case studies were carried out 
in depth. Both of these involved recontouring of the upper 
surface of a NACA 0015 profile operating at the supercritical 
conditions of M, = 0.55 and c1 = 6.7", and employed four design 
variables related to the shape functions. 

Fi = sin(nx qi)3. i = 1,4 (25) 

with q- = (0.301, 0.431, 0.576, 0.756). These functions have 
maximalat (lo%, 20%, 30%, 40%) of chord. For the first of 
these supercritical studies, the objective function was chosen 
to be the drag coefficient squared, i.e. 

OBJ = CD2 

For this problem, an evaluation of the accuracy of the 
perturbation-predicted optimization results as a function of 
initial calibration solution matrix was also made. The results 
of this study are provided in Figure 8, which displays the 
results of the perturbation-predicted final design variables 
(0) after eight search cycles for three different choices of 
the initial stepsize for the design variables, i.e., 6DVi = 
(0.001, 0.002, 0.004). Also shown are the corresponding final 
design variable values predicted when not using the perturbation 
method but.employing the nonlinear aerodynamic solver (ref. 13) 
throughout (0). 
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Because drag minimization, 
conditions, 

particularly at supercritical 
is an extremely sensitive optimization problem, 

this study provides one of the most severe tests of the 
perturbation procedure in a design optimization environment. 
This is so because the accurate prediction of drag at super- 
critical speeds depends almost entirely on the resolution of 
the flow behavior at and in the vicinity of the shock waves 
present on the surface of the profile. Hence, what is ultimately 
under evaluation in this example case study is the ability of 
the perturbation method to predict, under extreme extrapolation 
conditions and with simultaneous multiple-parameter perturbations, 
the location and strength of all surface shock waves and the 
flow behavior in the pre- and post-shock regions. 

The most important results to emerge from the calculations 
involved in this case study were the discovery of a particular 
deficiency of the perturbation method in this regard, and the 
subsequent development of the means to improve the accuracy of 
the perturbation predictions in shock regions and other high 
gradient regions under extreme extrapolation conditions. The 
improvement in the basic procedure developed to meet these 
requirements consists of employing additional invariant points 
in those high gradient locations. For example, it was found 
that by characterizing a shock which has a post-shock expansion 
region, as sketched below, 

with five invariant points--which correspond to* 
minimum pressure, 2 maximum gradient point, 0 

0 1 pre-shock 
3 post-shock 

maximum pressur , 
1 cation, and 
8 

6 
8 4 post-shock minimum expansion pre sure 

5 point of inflection between points 6 3 and 
4 --rather than just the one point corresponding to the 

critical pressure location, which was standardly done in the 
past; that significantly improved perturbation results are 
obtained in the shock region for extreme solution extrapolations. 
This five invariant point characterization of the shock has been 
employed in determining the results of the two supercritical 
case studies reported here. 
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With regard to the drag minimization results indicated in 
Figure 8, we note that when selecting an initial design variable 
stepsize of GDVi = 0.001, the agreement between the final 
perturbation-predicted desi n variable values and the exact 
nonlinear result is i? reasona le. The solution extrapolation 
indicated for design variables 2 and 3 are of the order of 5 
times the initial design variable stepsize? but the perturbation 
method does not break down or provide spurious results for these 
strongly supercritical flows. We note that the optimization 
procedure working with the perturbation method is able to drive 
the perturbation-predicted drag (OP) to essentially zero. 
Although the final check of the perturbation-predicted design 
using the nonlinear solver (mA) indicates a drag coefficient of 
0.005, that represents nevertheless almost a factor of 3 in 
drag reduction from the baseline configuration. 

When a somewhat more reasonable initial design variable 
stepsize of GDVi = 0.002 is used, which reduces the solution 
extrapolations over that for 6DVi = 0.001, we note that the 
perturbation results closely approach those obtained when 
using the nonlinear aerodynamic solver throughout. The final 
drag value based on the perturbation design (m A) is also 
improved, displaying over a factor of 5 in drag reduction. The 
final perturbation result obtained for an initial stepsize 
GDVi = 0.004 and illustrated in the bottom plot displays almost 
exact agreement with the full nonlinear aerodynamic result. 
This particular choice of stepsize is the most reasonable of 
the three shown, since the design variable solution range to 
be searched by the optimizer requires moderate interpolation/ 
extrapolations from the calibration solution matrix. The final 
drag value (HA) indicates over a factor of 5 drag reduction, 
and is very close to the final full nonlinear aerodynamic 
(0 Final) result. 

The computational savings obtained for this application 
are indicated in Figure 9. Here a comparison of the computa- 
tional work versus reduction in objective function per 
optimization search cycle is given for eight search cycles 
when using the approximation procedure (0) and for four cycles 
when using instead the full aerodynamic solver (0). We note 
for this example that when using the perturbation method, the 
optimization procedure requires approximately 40 CPU seconds 
for search cycles 2 through 8. This is in contrast to the 
essentially zero time needed for search cycles in the pressure 
distribution tailoring case study presented in Figure 7. The 
reason for the additional time in this minimization case study 
is that in order to evaluate the drag at the points in the 
design solution space required by the optimizer, additional 
geometry calculations are needed to determine the new surface 
slopes. Consequently, even though the perturbation procedure 
provides the means to determine the new pressure distributions 
at essentially no computational cost, because surface pressure 
integrations are required to evaluate the drag, calls to the 
geometry portion of the aerodynamic code are necessary to 
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determine the new profile shapes. These geometry calculations 
cause the CPU time increase indicated. Finally, another 20 
CPU seconds are needed for the final aerodynamic check solution 
(m), totaling 120 CPU seconds. 
under a 60% 

That total represents just 
computational savings of the 4 search cycle CPU time 

required when not employing the perturbation method. 

The final supercritical case study presented in Figure 10 
involved tailoring of the surface pressure distribution as done 
in the previous subcritical case, but this time specifically 
concentrating on alleviating the sharp gradient at the shock. 
It was specified in the following fashion. Using the pressure 
distribution from the optimized profile of the previous drag 
minimization case study, we returned to the original NACA 0015 
baseline profile. Then, with that previous pressure distribution 
as the desired objective, by using the optimization method we 
attempted to reproduce the same optimized profile that resulted 
from the drag minimization problem. What resulted from these 
calculations was a demonstration that the perturbation method 
is capable in certain cases, of not only providing an enormous 
savings in computational cost but also an improved optimization 
result. In Figure 10, we provide the results of the sensitivity 
study of the perturbation method as a function of the initial 
design variable stepsize of the calibration solution matrix. 
In the plot on the left, the comparison is provided of the 
perturbation-predicted final design variables (0) based on 
an initial design variable stepsize GDVi = 0.001 together with 
that obtained when using the full nonlinear aerodynamic solver 
throughout (A). Also shown is the 'optimum' full aerodynamic 
result (0) obtained from the drag minimization case study which 
is the result that is sought to be reproduced. What the results 
indicate is that the prediction obtained by not using the 
perturbation method is inferior to that obtained when employing 
it. Also? we note the large extrapolations involved in this 
perturbation result, i.e., about 4 times or 400% of the initial 
stepsize for design variables 1 and 2. These results are 
emphasized even more in the plot on the right which shows the 
corresponding perturbation results when using a more reasonable 
initial design variable stepsize of dDVi = 0.002 to define the 
calibration solution matrix. In this instance the perturbation 
prediction is essentially identical:to the optimum result. We 
note that comparisons of the objective function reduction, shown 
on the scales to the right of the plots, display a reduction in 
objective function to almost zero for the perturbation result, 
while only an essentially 50% reduction for the full aerodynamic 
result. 

This reduction in objective function is emphasized in 
Figure 11, which displays the comparison of computational work 
and objective function reduction per optimization cycle for 
the perturbation procedure and the full nonlinear aerodynamic 
result for this case study. Here? we see clearly that the 
perturbation method is able to drive the objective function to 
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essentially zero, while the full aerodynamic procedure becomes 
fixed in a local minimum and is only able to reduce the 
objective function to 50% of its initial value. If we had 
carried the full aerodynamic result to eight optimization cycles, 
as was done with the perturbation result, the time savings would 
have been over an order of magnitude. 

This result demonstrates that it is possible in certain 
instances for the perturbation method to provide not only an 
enormous savings in computational cost but also an improved 
optimization result. The latter is undoubtedly accomplished 
by the selection of a reasonable initial calibration solution 
matrix which permits the optimization method an enhanced 
rather than local view of the design solution space, thereby 
avoiding shallow local minimas in favor of a more global minima. 

The final application, which has been carried out as far 
as possible in this phase, was directed toward laying the 
foundations of a practical turbomachinery blade design/ 
optimization procedure coupled with the perturbation method. 
This preliminary version is based on TSONIC blade-to-blade 
solutions (ref. 14) with generalized circular-arc blade 
geometry routines BLADE (ref. 15) describing the blade profile, 
and employs the COPES/CONMIN optimization procedure (ref. 16). 

The initial case study for the combined procedure involved, 
as a design objective, the minimization of the velocity diffusion 
on the blade suction surface, q,,, suction, i.e. , 

OBJ = qmax, suction (27) 
qavg,exit 

where q avg, exit is the average exit velocity in the freestream. 
Six design variables were employed and correspond to the 
following blade geometry parameters used to characterize NASA 
circular arc blade section profiles (ref. 15): blade outlet 
camber angle, transition location between fore and aft circular 
arc sections, maximum thickness location, inlet to outlet 
turning rate ratio, maximum thickness, and radius of the lead- 
ing edge circle. During the optimization process, each of the 
design variables was constrained to remain within certain 
prescribed bounds in order to prevent a physically-unrealistic 
blade design from occurring. Furthermore, several active side 
constraints were additionally imposed both to insure design of 
a physically realistic blade and also to achieve certain 
desirable flow characteristics on the blade. The active side 
constraints employed were: (1) maintenance of nonzero local 
blade thickness, (2) maintenance of low velocity diffusion on 
the blade pressure surface, and (3) trailing edge closure. 
These constraints were enforced by employing bounding criteria 
on the following quantities according to: 
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0. < 
thick(x) - dt, 

dtc 
< 10. 

9 
0. < max9 press 9 < 1.3 

min, press 
(291 

-1.0 < 'ITE-2,suction - qITE-2,press 
25. < 1.0 (30) 

Here, thick(x) is the local blade thickness, dtc is the diameter 
of the trailing edge circle, q max,press is the maximum blade 
pressure surface velocity over the front half of the blade, 
9 min,press is the minimum blade pressure surface velocity 
over the last two-thirds of the blade, and (qITEb2 suction 

'ITE-2,press ) are the third last surface velocitiel on the'grid 
near the trailing edge on the suction and pressure surface, 
respectively. 

We have successfully completed a preliminary series of 
calculations of the new combined PERTURB/TSONIC/BLADE/COPES/ 
CONMIN procedure in which the accuracy and sensitivity of the 
perturbation method was tested as a function of choice of the 
initial calibration solution matrix. The initial or base values 
of the design variables for the baseline blade profile, and the 
upper and lower bounds of the design variables that were 
specified for this test problem were: 

Design 
Variable 

Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Lower Upper Initial 
Description Bound Bound Value 

Outletblade camber angle-KOCR -15.0' 0.0" -lo.o" 
Transition loc./chord-T 0.20 0.60 0.25 
Max. thick. loc./chord-ZM 0.20 0.55 0.45 
Inlet/outlet turning/chord-P 0.50 4.00 1.50 
Max, thick./chord-TMX 0.03 0.10 0.05 
L.E. rad./chord-THLE 0.003 0.012 0.005 

The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 1. 
There we have provided comparisons of the final design variables 
and objective function predicted when employing full nonlinear 
TSONIC solutions throughout the optimization process with 
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corresponding results when using the perturbation method. For 
the perturbation results, six different choices of the cali- 
bration solution matrix were made and are noted in the table. 
All the results represent converged solutions, with each 
calculation employing 10 optimization search cycles or less 
if no change in objective function should occur in three 
successive iterations. 

Two separate results are presented for the case when the 
perturbation method is not employed and TSONIC solutions are 
used throughout the optimization search process. These were 
obtained on the Ames Research Center CDC-7600 and Lewis Research 
Center IBM 3033 employing the same TSONIC/BLADE/COPES/CONMIN 
code. The differences in the two final design results provides 
an indication of the sensitivity of this particular optimization 
problem with regard to choice of objective function, since the 
difference between these two results is due solely to the 
number of significant figures maintained in the respective 
calculations, i.e., 8 for the IBM 3033 and 14 for the CDC 7600. 
As is evident? there clearly is a sensitivity to search direction 
and final design result in this problem. We note that of the 
six design variables, the two which agree between the two 
results (ZM,TMX] have reached a limit boundary. The others 
have all trended in the same direction from the baseline value, 
but have reached somewhat different values at the final design 
point. We note that the objective functions have reached 
essentially the same level, indicating, as is often the case 
in such optimization problems, the existence of multiple local 
minimums. 

The analogous results obtained employing the perturbation 
method with various choices of calibration solution matrix 
are exhibited as cases 1 to 6. We note that, with the exception 
of the design variable ZM which consistently moves to its 
upper bound regardless of the choice of calibration solution 
matrix, the final design variable predictions via the perturbation 
method basically exhibit a behavior quite similar to that 
obtained from the full nonlinear result when TSONIC solutions 
are used throughout. That is, the optimizer,drivesthe design 
variables in generally the same direction from the baseline 
values as the full nonlinear result, but to somewhat different 
values. The exception to this is noted in cases 4 and 5, 
where the calibration solution matrices were selected such that 
TSONIC solution extrapolations rather than interpolations were 
involved for all or most of the design variables during the 
search procedure. In those two cases, we note further that 
the final objective function values obtained are somewhat 
inferior to those obtained in Cases 1, 2, 3, and 6, where 
solution interpolations were primarily involved. For those four 
cases, the final objective function result is almost identical 
to that obtained by the full nonlinear result. 
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The computational time needed to obtain the perturbation 
results in Cases 1 to 6 were 76-78 sets. of CDC 7600 CPU time 
per case. The benchmark full nonlinear CDC 7600 result shown 
in Table 1 required 644 sets. Thus, the perturbation method 
provides a savings of (644-78)/644 = 88% of the computational 
time for this example. 

The primary conclusions to be drawn for this preliminary 
study are that the perturbation method can work effectively 
even for sensitively-defined optimization problems such as 
this and provide both meaningful final design results and 
large computational savings over not using the method. The 
choice of objective function such as was made for this case 
study, i.e., a point quantity located in a high-gradient 
region, requires that a reasonably good choice be made of the 
calibration solution matrix. This is so since if large solution 
extrapolations are required by the optimizer for minimization 
searches through design space, the final design result will 
most likely be less improved than would otherwise result if only 
modest solution interpolations/extrapolations were involved. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

An investigation was conducted to continue the development 
of perturbation procedures and associated computational codes 
for rapidly determining approximations to nonlinear flow 
solutions. The ultimate purpose is to establish a method for 
minimizing computational requirements associated with para- 
metric design studies of transonic flows in turbomachines. 
The procedures being developed employ unit perturbations, 
determined from two or more nonlinear 'base' solutions which 
differ from one another by a nominal change in some geometry 
or flow parameter, to predict a family of related nonlinear 
solutions which can be either continuous or discontinuous. The 
results reported here relate to the extension of the previously- 
developed successful method for single-parameter perturbations: 
(1) to simultaneous multiple-parameter perturbations, and (2) 
to the preliminary application of the multiple-parameter procedure 
in combination with an optimization procedure and applied to 
blade design problems. 

Calculations based on full-potential nonlinear solutions 
have been carried out to establish the accuracy and range of 
validity of the multiple-parameter capability. These involved 
flows past both isolated blades and compressor cascades involv- 
ing simultaneous changes in both flow and geometric parameters, 
with attention focused on strongly supercritical situations 
involving large surface shock movements over the parameter 
ranges studied. Preliminary applications of the multiple- 
parameter perturbation method coupled with an optimization 
procedure were made for blade design problems in order to 
examine the capability of the method to produce accurate results 
in a typical design environment? and also to evaluate its 
potential for computational savings. Both subcritical and 
supercritical case studies were carried out involving multiple- 
design variables. Sensitivity studies were also performed 
to examine the accuracy dependence of the perturbation method 
on the choice of the initial calibration solution matrix. 

Comparisons of the multiple-parameter perturbation results 
with the corresponding 'exact' nonlinear solutions display 
remarkable accuracy and indicate a large range of validity, in 
direct correspondence with previous results for single-parameter 
perturbations. The preliminary case studies of the multiple- 
parameter perturbation method combined with optimization 
procedures have clearly demonstrated the capability of the method 
to work accurately in a design environment where large solution 
extrapolations are often necessary, and have also established 
the methods' potential for reducing the computational work 
required in such applications by nearly an order of magnitude. 
The sensitivity studies indicate that for certain subcritical 
applications, the perturbation method is able to work quite 
accurately and effectively in spite of poor choices of the 
initial calibration solution matrix which require large extra- 
polations or interpolations. For supercritical flows, the 
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initial calibration matrix choice is more important, but when 
employing multiple invariant point clustering about high- 
gradient locations (shocks, stagnation points, etc.), the 
perturbation method predictions can nevertheless maintain 
high accuracy in certain supercritical situations for extra- 
polations as large as 4 to 5 times the parameter separation 
between base and calibration solutions. 

Based on these results, we conclude that perturbation 
methods formulated on these ideas are both accurate and clearly 
workable in design environments, and can provide the means 
for substantially reducing the computational work required in 
such applications. We suggest the development of the combined 
multiple-parameter perturbation procedure and optimization 
methods into a robust design tool for subcritical and super- 
critical turbomachinery blade design. 
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APPENDIX A 

USER'S MANUAL FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM PERTURB 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the operation 
of the computer code which was developed in conjunction with 
the theoretical work presented in this report, and to provide 
sufficient detail to permit convenient use and change of the 
program. The program computes and plots an arbitrary flow vari- 
able on a contour surface by employing the strained-coordinate 
perturbation method discussed in the main text. 

A description of the general operating procedure of the 
program is given, together with complete description of both 
input and output. The program is written in FORTRAN IV and'has 
been developed on the Ames Research Center CDC 7600 computer 
facility. Consequently, the plot package included in this 
version refers to system routines at that facility. In general, 
the plotting software must be supplied by the user according to 
the requirements of his operating system. This can be accom- 
plished directly by replacing or modifying the subroutine DRVPLT. 
Typical program run times for flows involving approximately 150 
surface mesh locations are 1 to 3 CPU seconds. The storage 
requirements are 105Kg for small core memory and no large 
core memory. 

A.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The program calculates both continuous and discontinuous 
nonlinear perturbaton solutions which represent a multiple- 
parameter change in either geometry or flow conditions by 
employing a strained-coordinate procedure. The method utilizes 
unit perturbations, determined for each parameter from a previ- 
ously-calculated common base solution and a calibration solu- 
tion displaced from it by some reasonable change in the relevant 
parameter, to predict new nonlinear solutions over a range of 
parameter variation. 

This current /version of the procedure is configured to 
predict and plot an arbitrary flow variable (e.g., pressure coef- 
ficient) on the surface of a blade or airfoil, and can account 
for the motion of: 

1. one or more critical points (shock points), 
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2. a stagnation point, 

3. a maximum-suction-pressure point, 

or simultaneously for any combination of these. 

The program is also configured to compare the perturbation- 
predicted solutions with the corresponding 'exact' solutions 
obtained by employing the same 'expensive' computational proce- 
dure used to determine the base and calibration solutions. 

The coordinate straining employed is piecewise linear 
with the end points and up to six interior points held invariant. 
At the option of the user, these additional interior points may 
be arbitrarily preselected, or chosen from among the minimum, 
maximum, and critical points automatically located by the 
program itself. 

Critical or shock points are located on the basis of a user- 
supplied statement function defining the critical value of the 
dependent variable as a function of some single flow variable. 
The program default is with dependent variable y defined as 
pressure coefficient, with the independent variable being Mach 
number. In this case, the critical value is defined as 

2 
Y = 

crit 
c* = - 

P yM2 03 I 

2 + (y - l)MZ 

Y + 1 

y 
y-1 

-1 (A-l) 

where y is the ratio of specific heats. If instead of surface 
pressure coefficient, the surface velocity distribution were 
used, then the value of yeIzL would be given by 

CllL 

Y 
_ v” 

crit - V = co 

1 
Y-l Y+l 

2 + (y - l)M2 co : 

(A-2) 

Data for base, calibration, and comparison solutions (if 
available) are input as an array x(I) of coordinates a corre- 
sponding array y(I) giving the dependent variable at each coordi- 
nate location, where 1 < I < N and N < 200. - - - 
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4 Read 

Oncoming 
flow 

Read 

The leading edge is at x = 0; the data are read in beginning on 
the lower surface at the point farthest from the leading edge 
and proceeding clockwise around the surface as shown in the 
sketch. Data for the different solutions need not correspond to 
identical locations on the surface, except for the initial and 
final points, i.e., x(l) and x(N) must be the same for all cases. 
The program normalizes the x coordinates (0 < x < 1) such that 
x = 0 corresponds to I = 1 and x = 1 to I = u. - 

The base and calibration solutions are searched for minimum, 
maximum, and critical points, e.g., 
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lized) 
0 -- 1 

Direction of 
flow 

Note that the sign of dy/dx in physical coordinates is used in 
determining the critical points. For example, both critical 
points indicated on the above figure correspond to dy/dx < 0 in 
physical coordinates, since at point #l the physical coordinate 
increases in the direction from right to left, whereas at point 
#2 it increases from left to right. 

The points to be held invariant in straining are either 
selected from among those (1) located by the program or (2) 
individually specified by the user, after which the unit coordi- 
nate straining and unit perturbation are computed. 

Data for the test cases is then read in and nonlinear 
perturbation solutions constructed from the unit perturbation. 
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A 3. PROGRAM FLOW CHART 

READ READ 
INITIALIZATION INITIALIZATION 

PARAMETERS PARAMETERS 

PRINT PRINT 
INPUT INPUT 

PRINT TITLE PRINT TITLE 
INPUT, AND INPUT, AND 

STRAINING STRAINING 
PARAMETERS PARAMETERS 

1 

READ INPUT 
DATA FOR 

NORMALIZE X 
COORDINATES; LOCATE 

MAX., AND 

,---+ 

CALIBRATION 
CRITICAL 
PTS NOT 

I POINT ARRAYS 
IN SEQUENCE 

I -31 

NO 
ISEQO(1) 5 

t 
ISEQI(1) 

PRINT SEQUENCE 
OF BASE CALIBRATION YES 

CRITICAL PTS. NOT 
F.ou-. T 

- COMPUTE 
COIFFICIENTS 

STOP IN KTH UNIT 
STRAINING 

c> 2 
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, ,- ,.... -._ --....... - . --_.- __.__..__ - 

COMPUTE KTH 
UNIT STRAINING 

OF BASE PTS 

1 
INTERPOLATE KTH UNIT 
CALIBRATION STRAINED 

PTS. TO BASE PTS. 

I I 

o+- 

3 NO -A 
DETERMINE KTH 

UNIT PERTURBATION 

7 Y NO 

ICASE + 1 

YES 
+ 

PRINT SUMMARY 
TABLE 

5- 
STOP 

COMPUTE STRAINED 
COORDINATE AND 

PERTURBATION 
SOLUTION 

READ DATA READ DATA 
FOR COMPARISON FOR COMPARISON 

SOLUTION SOLUTION 

PERIPHERAL 

0 6 
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A.4 DICTIONARY OF INPUT VARIABLES 

A Scaling parameter in straining procedure. A = -x(l), 
where x(l) is location of first data point on lower 
surface (see PROGRAJ4 DESCRIPTION). 

B Scaling parameter in straining procedure. B = x(N), 
where x(n) is location of last data point on upper 
surface (see PROGRAM DESCRIPTION). 

LCHEK Specifies whether or not perturbation solution is to 
be checked against an exact comparison solution. A 
printer plot is made in either case. 

LCHEK = 0 . . . no comparison 
LCHEK = 1 . . . comparison 

LECHO Controls whether or not input deck is printed. 
LECHO = 0 . . . no print 
LECHO = 1 . . . print 

LOCO(I) Array of length 6 of which NSELCT elements are read 
in. Specifies subscripts of those user-specified 
base flow points which are to be held invariant; 
operational only when LSPEC = 1. 

LOCl(1) Array of length 6 of which NSELCT elements are read 
. Specifies subscripts of those user-specified 

czints in the Kth calibration solution which are to 
be held invariant: operational only when LSPEC = 1. 

LPLOT Specifies whether or not an additional plot by a 
peripheral device is to be made. Software must be 
supplied by user in subroutine DRVPLT. 

LPLOT = 0 . . . No peripheral plot 
LPLOT = 1 . . . Peripheral plot 

LSELCT(1) Array of length 6 of which NSELCT elements are read 
in: operational only when LSPEC = 0, and specifies 
nature of points to be held invariant according to 
the code: 

1 . I . minimum point held invariant 
2 . . . maximum point held invariant 
3 . . . 1st critical point held invariant 
4 . . . 2nd critical point held invariant 
5 . . . 3rd critical point held invariant 
6 . . . 4th critical point held invariant 

Note that critical point ordering is determined 
from order of occurence starting at the lower 
surface at the point furthest from the leading 
edge and proceeding clock-wise around the surface 
(see PROGRAM DESCRIPTION). 
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LSPEC 

LUNIT 

MO,Ml,M2 

N 

NCASE 

NPAFGM 

NSELCT 

PAFtNAM(K) 

QO (K) 

Ql 

Q2tK) 

Note that the code numbers can be assigned in any 
order, e.g., 

LSELCT(1) = 1 LSELCT(1) = 4 
LSELCT(2) = 3 and LSELCT(2).= 1 
LSELCT(3) = 4 LSELCT(3) = 3 

are equivalent, both corresponding to NSELCT = 3, 
with the minimum, and first and second critical 
points held invariant. 

Controls how invariant points in straining are 
specified. 

LSPEC = 0 . . . invariant points selected from 
among those located by the 
program using the array LSELCT(1) 

LSPEC = 1 . . . invariant points preselected by 
user, using the arrays LOCO(I), 
LOCl(1) 

Controls whether or not unit coordinate strainings 
and unit perturbation(s) are printed. 

LUNIT = 0 . . . no output 
LUNIT = 1 . . . output 

Oncoming Plach numbers in base, calibration and 
computed perturbation solutions. 

Number of locations for which data are input for 
base, calibration, and comparison solutions. 

Number of cases for which perturbation solutions are 
to be computed. 

Number of parameters perturbed. 

Number of points (in addition to end points) to be 
held invariant in straining; note: 1 2 NSELCT ( 6. 

Array of 8-character strings which identify the 
parameters varied. NPARAM elements of the array 
are read in. 

Array of length 8 giving values of perturbation 
parameters in base solution. NPARM4 elements of the 
array are read in. 

Value of Kth perturbation parameter in Kth 
calibration solution. 

Array of length 8 giving values of the perturbation 
parameters in the solution to be computed. NPARAM 
elements of the array are read in. 
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TITLE Character string of length 80; identifies job and 
is printed as headline on first page of output. 
First nine characters are printed in upper-right- 
corner of banner page, and in upper-left corner 
of summary page. 

VNAM Character string of length 2 which symbolizes 
dependent variable, e.g., "CP" for pressure coeffi- 
cient. 

XBASE(I),XCALB(I),XCHEK(I)... 

Arrays of surface coordinates in base, calibration, 
and comparison solutions. 

YBASE(1) ,YCALB(I) ,YCHEK(I) .-. 

Arrays of dependent variables in base, calibration, 
and comparison solutions. 

A.5 PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA 

A.5.1 Description of Input 

Item 1 One card, identifies job-printed as headline on first 
page of output. First nine characters are printed in 
upper-right corner of banner page, and in upper-left 
corner of summary page. 

Item 2 One card, containing the parameter, LECHO 

Item 3 One card, containing the parameters N, NCASE, NPARAM, 
NSELCT, LSPEC, LUNIT, LCHEK, LPLOT. 

Item 4 One card, containing the parameter array (LSELCT(I), 
I = 1, NSELCT). This item omitted if LSPEC = 1 

Item 5 One card, containing the character string VNAM. 

Item 6 One-card, containing the character strings, 
PARNAM(1:) , .K = 1, NPARAM 

Item 7 One card, containing the scaling parameters A and B. 

Item 8 One card, containing the parameter MO 

Item 9 One card, 
NPARAM 

containing the parameter array QO(K), K = 1, 
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Item 10 One set of J cards, where J = 1 + INT(N/8), containing 
data for the base flow coordinates XBASE(I), I = 1, N 

Item 11 One set of J cards, J as above, containing data for the 
dependent variable in the base solution, YBASE(I), 
I=l,N 

Item 12 One card, containing the parameter array LOCO(I), I = 1, 
NSELCT. This item omitted if LSPEC = 0 

Item 13 One card, containing the parameters Ml, Ql 

Item 14 One set of J cards, J as above, containing data for the 
coordinates in the Kth calibration solution, XCAL(I), 
I=l,N 

Item 15 One set of J cards, J as above, containing data for the 
dependent variable in the Kth calibration solution, 
YCALB(I), I + 1, N 

Item 16 One card, containing the parameter array LOG(I), I = 1, 
NSELCT. This item omitted if LSPEC = 0 

Item 17 One card, containing the parameter MC 

Item 18 One card, containing the parameter array Q;!(k), K = 1 
NPAPAM 

Item 19 One set of J cards, J as above, containing data for 
the coordinates in the comparison solution, XCHEK(I), 
I = 1, N. This item is required only when LCHEK = 1. 

Item 20 One set of J cards, J as above, containing data for 
the dependent variables in the comparison solution, 
YCHEK(I), I = 1, N. This item is required only when 
LCHEK = 1. 

NOTE: One set of items 13 through 16 is required for each of 
the NPAHAM calibration solutions. 

One set of items 17 through 20 is required for each of 
the NCASE solutions to be computed. 
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A.5.2 Format of Input Data 

Card column 
Format Type 

Item no. 4: 
Variable 
Card column 
Format Typr 

Item no. 5: 1 card (2Al) 

Item no.6 1 card (lOA8) - PARNAM(NPAPJ4) 
Variable PARNAM(1) PAFtNAM(2)PARNAM(3( F ------ 
Card column R 16 24 32 40 48 56, 
Format type A A A A A A A 



W 
03 

Item no. 7. 
Variable 
Card column 
Format type 

Item no. 8. 
Varible 
Card column 
Format type 

Item no. 9. 
Variable 
Card column 
Format type 

1 card (8F10.6) 

pfq=(. 

1 card (8F10.6) 

1 card (8F10.6) ,Q~(NPARAM) 

Item no. 10. J cards, J=l+INT(N/8), 8 values per card (8F10.6) 
Variable XEASE(l)I XBASE(2)jXBASE(31 ----- I I I I 
Card column ld 201 301 401 sd 601 7d 8 
Format type F I F I F F F F F F 

Item no.11. J cards. J as above. 8 values per card (8F10.6) 
Variable YBASE(1) YEtASE(2) Ybase(3! ------ 
Card column 10 20 30 40 SC 6C 70 80 
Format type F F F F F F F F 

Item no. 12. (LSPEC=l): 1 card (1615) rLOCO(NSELCT) 
Variable TLOCO(~) 1 Loco(2) I Loco(31 ----- c I I I / 
Card column 
Format type 



Item no. 13. 1 card (8F10.6) 
Variable Ml 1 Ql 
Card column 10 I 

I I 
Format type F 1 F I 1 

Item no. 14. J cards, J as above, 8 values per card (F10.6) 
Variable 
Card column 
Format type 

:ALB(Z) X~I,B(~) ------- 
20 30 40 50 60 70 8Q 

F F F F F F P 

Item no. 15. J cards, J as above, 8 values per cad (8F10.6) 
Variable YCALB(1) YCALB(2) I YCALB(3) -----mm 
Card column 1c 2d 30 40 50 60 70 

I 
Ra 

Format type F F F F F F F F 

Item no. 16. (LSPEC=l): 1 card (1615) 
Variable 

.,L~cX(NSELCT) 
111) ILOClf2) ILOCli31 I ------- I I I I . , , ~~ . . , ~--~~-, , 

Card column 
I 

51 1Cj 151 201 251 301 351 
Format type I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Item no. 17. 1 card (8f10.6) 
Variable 
Card column 
Format type 

Item no. 18. 1 card (eF10.6) rQ2 (NPARAM) 
Variable 42(l) 1 Q2(2) Q2(3) I ------- 
Card column ld 2c 30 40 50 60 70 
Format type F I F F F F F F 



ip 
0 

Item no. 19 

Variable 
Card column 
Format type 

Item no. 20. 
Variable 
Card column 
Format type 

(LCHEK-1): J cards , J=l+INT(N/8), 8 values per card (8F10.6) 
------- 

10 3n 3f-l All 5n An 70 80, 
F F F F F F F F 

(LCHEK=l): J cards, J as above, 8 values per card (8F10.6) 
------- 

10 7n 70 40 50 6c-l 7r-l m, 
F F F F F F F F 



A.6 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 

The first output item consists of a banner page, and the 
card images of the input data, the latter only if LECHO = 1. 

The second item is a page headed by the job title, listing; 

1. the input parameters N, A, B and NPARAM relevant to the 
actual calculaton; 

2. the straining option selected and the classifications 
of the straining points selected. 

The third item is the results of the computations on the 
base solution. These include: the Mach number MO, values of 
the perturbation parameters of the base solution QO(k), K = 1, 
NPARAM, and the critical value of the dependent parameter, the 
locations of the minimum, maximum and critical points, and the 
locations of the invariant points. These results are then 
repeated for each of the NPARAM calibration solutions. 

Results for unit straining of XBASE, and unit perturbations 
of the dependent variables are the fourth output item. This 
is done only if LUNIT = 1. 

The fifth item (repeated for each case computed) summarizes 
the results of the perturbation calculation. The Mach number, 
the values of the perturbation paramters, and the critical values 
of the variable are printed first, followed by the locations of 
the minimum, maximum, and critical points in the perturbation 
solution and comparison solution (if any). Next, a legend is 
printed providing the maximum, minimum, and critical values 
of the dependent parameter and corresponding point symbols. 
Print symbols are also provided for the printer plot of the 
perturbation solutions p, comparison solution C (if any), and a 
common symbol ($) when there is agreement within printer plot 
accuracy between the two. Then follows a table listing XBASE, 
YBASE, XPERT (the strained coordinate), and YPERT (the computed 
value of the dependent variable). If LCHEK = 1, three additional 
columns list XCHEK (the computed solution) at the points given 
by XCHEK. This allows direct numerical comparison of YPERT with 
YCHEK, since the values of XPERT and XCHEK will not in general 
coincide. A printer plot is then provided of the perturbation 
result, together with the comparison solution (if any). 

The final item is a table which summarizes the perturbation 
parameters for the base, calibration, and all predictive solu- 
tions. 
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A.7 ERROR MESSAGES 

NUMBER OF CRITICAL POINTS IN 
BASE AND CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS 
ARE UNEQUAL - CALCULATION ENDED 

This message will be printed if critical points are speci- 
fied in straining (LSPEC = 0) and the number of critical points 
in base and calibration solutions are unequal. The remedy is 
to avoid use of critical points in straining, or to use base 
and calibration solutions having equal numbers of critical 
points. 

NUMBER OF CRITICAL POINTS 
SELECTED EXCEEDS NUMBER 
ACTUALLY LOCATED - CALCULATION 
ENDED 

This message will be printed if more critical points are 
specified in straining (LSPEC = 0) than the number located by 
the program. The remedy is to specify a number of points less 
than or equal to the actual number. 

ORDER OF SPECIFIED POINTS IN 
BASE AND CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS 
DOES NOT CORRESPOIND - CALCULATION ENDED 

This message will be printed if the fixed points specified 
(LSPEC = 0) occur in a different sequence in the base and caliba- 
tion solutions. The remedy is to use base and calibration solu- 
tions having the same qualitative features. 

A.8 SAMPLE CASE 

The sample case presented in this section provides some 
example results of perturbation calculations and comparisons 
with 'exact' nonlinear solutions for a multiple-shock flow for 
which partial results were provided in figure 3 of the main 
text. The calculation is for the simultaneous four-parameter 
(Moo,T,t,c%) perturbation of strongly-supercritical full potential 
flows past a cascade of blades having NACA four-digit profiles. 
The base flow is for oncoming Mach number Ma = 0.780, thickness 
ratio T = 0.110, gap-to-chord ratio t = 3.2, and oncoming inflow 
angle c1 0.3O. The calibration flows to account for perturba- 
tions in these parameters are at the following values of these 
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parameters) (M,,T, t,a) = (0.790,0.110,3.2,0.3), (0.780,0.120,3.2, 
0.3), (0.780,0.110,3.0,0.3), (0.780,0.110,2.3,0.5). Perturba- 
tion results have been determined for 19 different solutions, 
which are summarized in the summary table after the print output. 
Results for several of those cases are presented here. 

The input data is tabulated in figure A-1, with item numbers 
corresponding to those identified in Section A.5.1 and A.5.2. 
The first card, item 1, provides the title of the run. The 
next card, item 2, indicates that the input deck will not be 
printed (LECHO = 0). The next card, item 3, indicates that 
there are 191 points (N = 191) at which data will be input for 
the base, calibration, and comparison solutions; that there 
will be 19 cases (NCASE = 19) for which perturbation solutions 
are to be computed; that the number of parameters to be 
perturbed are 4 (NPARAM = 4); that there will be three invariant 
points (NSELCT = 3) in addition to the end points: that the 
invariant points will be located by the program (LSPEC = 0); 
that the information regarding the unit perturbation will be 
printed (LUNIT = 1); that there will be a comparison of the 
perturbation results with the exact solution (LCHEK = 1); and 
that there will be plots by a peripheral device of the output 
(LPLOT = 1). The next card, item 4, specifies that the three 
invariant points to be selected by the program are to be: the 
medium point (LSELECT(~) = 2), i.e., the stagnation point; the 
first critical point (LSELCT(2) = 3), i.e., the 1st shock point 
found when moving forward on the bottom surface from the 
leading edge; and the second critical point (LSELCT(3) = 4), 
i.e., the end shock point. 

The next card, item 5, indicates that the dependent vari- 
able for print output will be symbolized by a 'CP' denoting 
the pressure coefficient. The next card, item 6, indicates 
that the parameters to be varied are "PARNAM(1) = MACH NO., 
PARNAM(L) = TAU, PARNAM(3) = PITCH, PARNAM(4) = ALPHAl. The 
next card, item 7, indicates that the coordinates of the data 
points to be read in will start at x = 1.0 on the lower surface 
and will end at x = 1.0 on the uppper surface, i.e., A = -1, 
B = 1. The next card, item 8, provides the oncoming Mach number 
of the base flow MO = 0.780. The next card, item 9, provides 
the base flow values of the parameters to be perturbed: QO(1) = 
0.780, QO(2) = 0.110, QO(3) = 3.2, QO(4) = 0.30. The following 
25 cards, item 10, provide the 191 base flow values of the 
surface coordinates XBASE(I), I = 1, N, while the next 5 cards, 
item 10, provide the 191 base flow values of the surface coordi- 
nates XBASE(I), I = 1, N, while the next 25 cards, item 11 
provide the 191 base flow values of the dependent variable 
(pressure coefficient) YBASE(I), I = 1, N. The next card, item 
13 provides the values of the oncoming Mach number Ml and the 
value of the lst-perturbation parameter in the first calibration 
solution. Items 14 and 15, which correspond to the arrays 
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of 191 points of coordinates XCALB(I), I = 1, N and dependent 
variable YCALB(I), I = 1, N, are provided as for the base flow 
in two sets of 25 cards each. Items 13, 14, and 15 are then 
repeated 3 more times corresponding to the total of NPARAM = 4 
calibration solutions required. Items 17, 18, 19 and 20, of 
which there are 19 sets corresponding to the 19 cases to be 
studied, provide analogous information as items 8, 9, 10, and 
11 of the base flow, but now refer to the 'exact' nonlinear 
results. Items 19 and 20, which correspond to the XCHEK(I), 
I = 1, N and YCHEK(I), I = 1, N arrays, respectively, have 
of course been previously compted at the indicated values of 
the perturbed parameters, and are included here for comparative 
purposes to enable assessment of the perturbation results. 

Figure A.2 provides an abbreviated print output for 
sample case, while figure A.3 provides an abbreviated plot 
output of the results for the 19 cases, and display the base 
( ----), calibration (.***), perturbation (****), and 'exact" 

nonlinear ( -) flow solutions. In these plots, the calibra- 
tion solutions denoted "calibration no. 1 of 4", etc. corre- 
spond to those indicated in the summary table provided at the 
end of the print output for this case shown in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.l- Card input data for sample case 
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Figure A.l- Continued 
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Figure A.l- Continued 
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Figure A.l- Continued 
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Figure A.l- Continued 
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Figure A-l- Continued 
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Figure A.l- Continued 
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Figure A.l- Continued 
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l ***..*.*.*** 

l TEST CASE l 

l *.*..*.*..** 

*.*..**.***.**.*..****.*****.****.*.****.....*******.*. 

. l 

. PROGRAM PERTURB . 

l l 

l CALCULATES NONLINEAR MULTIPLE-PAHAHETER l 

l l 

l CONTINUOUS OR OISCONTINUOU5 l 

l . 

l PERTURBATION SOLUTIONS l 

l l 

. WHICH REPRESENT CHANGES IN EITtiEH l 

l l 

. GEOMETRY OR FLOd CONDITIONS . 

l l 

l BY EMPLOYING A STRAINED-COORDINATE PROCEDURE . 

l l 

. UTILIZING UNIT PERTURBATIONS DETERMINED FROM . 

l l 

l PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED l 

l l 

l “BASE” AND “CALIHRATION” SOLUTIONS l 

l l 

. DISPLACED FROM ONE ANOTHER BY SOME HEASONABLE . 

. l 

l CHANGE IN GEOMETRY OR FLOW CONDITION . 

l l 

l . 

. URITTEN RY l 

. . 

l JAMES P. ELLIOTT AND STEPHEN S. STAHAHA . 

. l 

. l 

l NIELSEN ENGlNEERING AND RESEAHCti~ INC. l 

l . 

l MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA . 

l l 

*C***..*.******~.***.***.*.********.****.**.****.****** 



~*.*********.*****..*****.*.***.*.*.*...***********.***..*******.*.**..*......*..***.*.*.*..*****.*****.***.***********..*.*****.**. 
l TtsT CASE - 4 PARAMETEH PERTUHBATION OF A SUPCHCHITICAL CASCADE FLOW . 
.*****.*..**.***.**..**.**.~*...*...*.******.****.*.*.**.*..****..**.*.*...**....****.**.*....*.**.~.~*****..**..**.***.*****.*.**.* 

. . . ..LIST OF INPUT PARAMETERS 

N = 191 

A = -1.0 e= 1.0 

NPARAM = 4 

. . . ..STRAINING OPTIONS 

NUH8ER OF FIXED POINTS: 5 

FIXED POINTS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINED 
BY THE PROGRAM FOR ALL SOLUTIONS AS FOLLOYSI 

TWO END POINTS 
POINT OF YAXIHUH CP 
CPCRIT (1ST POINTI 
CPCRIT IZND POINT) 



RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS ON BASE SOLUTION: 

. . . ..HACH NUMBERI 
VALUES OF PERTURBATION PARAMETERS9 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

HO = .7800 

Poll) = .7800 (MACH NO.) 

QO(2) = .llOO ( TAU 1 

QO(3) = 3.2000 I PITCH ) 

clO(4) = .3000 ( ALPHA1 I 

CPCRIT = -.4940 

. . . ..LOC4TIONS OF MIN., MAX., AND CRITICAL PTS. 
(+ DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

MINIMUM AT X q .4220* (POINT NO. 53) 
MAXIMUM AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 96) 
2 C”;;;C;; ;OINTiSI: 

I .5001’ (AFTER POINT NO. 481 
2ND 4T X = .4273 (AFTER POINT NO. 139) 

. . . ..LOCATION OF FIXED POINTS 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

XFIXfl) = I.OOOO* 
XFIX(2) = .5001* 
XFIX(3) = 0.0000 
XFIXI4) = .4273 
XFIX(S) = 1.0000 



HtWLTS OF COMPUTATIONS ON 1sT CALIBRATION SOLN: 

. . . ..HACH NUMl3ER~ 
VALUES OF PERTuHBATION PARAMETERS~ 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

Ml = .7900 

(** OENOTES PERTURBATION FROM BASE VALUE) 

**01(l) = .7900 (MACH NO.1 

Bl(21 = .llOO t TAU b 

Olt3) = 3.2000 ( PITCH ) 

a1141 = .3oon I ALPHA1 I 

CPCRIT = -.4638 

l . . ..LOCATIONS OF MIN.1 MAX., AN0 CRITICAL PTS. 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOYEH SURFACE) 

MINIMUM AT X = .5197’ (POINT NO. 47) 
MAXIMUM AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 961 
2 CRITICAL POINT(S): 

1ST AT X = .5788. (AFTER POINT NO. 431 
2ND AT X = .5149 (AFTER POINT NO. 1441 

l . . ..LOCATION OF FIXED POINTS 
(* DENOTES POINT ON LOVER SURFACE) 

XFIXl11 q 1.0000* 
XFIX(21 = .57&3* 
XFIXt3) = 0.0000 
XFIX(4) = .5149 
XFIX(5) = 1.0000 



RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS ON 2ND CALIBRATION SOLN: 

.,...MACH NUMBER, 
VALUES OF PERTURBATION PARAMETERS* 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

Ml = .7800 

I** DENOTES PERTURBATION FROM BASE VALUE1 

a1c1, = .7800 IMACH NO.1 

.W1(2) = .1200 I TAU 1 

a1 (31 = 3.2000 ( PITCH b 

0114) = .3000 ( ALPHA1 1 

CPCRIT = -.4940 

. . . ..LOCATIONS Of MIN.9 MAX.9 AND CRITICAL PTS. 
(* DENOTES POINT ON LOYER SURFACE) 

MINIMUM AT X = .5197’ (POINT NO. 47) 
MAXIMUM AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 96) 
2 CRITICAL POINT(S): 

IS1 AT X = .5774* (AFTER POINT NO. 43) 
2ND AT X = .5175 (AFTER POINT NO. 1441 

. . . ..LOCATION OF FIXED POINTS 
(+ DENOTES POINT ON LOrlER SURFACE) 

a XFIX(Ib = l.OOOO* 
XFIX(2J I .5774* 
XFIXt3) = 0.0000 
XFIX(4) = .5175 
XFIXtS) = l.onoo 



HtSULTS OF COMPUTATIONS ON 3Rll CALIBRATION SOLN: 

. . . ..MACH NUMBER, 
VALUES OF PERTURBATION PARAMETERS, 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

Ml 3 .7800 

(** DENOTES PERTURBATION FROM BASE VALUE) 

0111) = .7Floo (MACH NO.) 

Qli2l = .I100 ( TAU 1 

**a1 (3) = 3.0000 t PITCH I 

Ql(4) = .3000 ( ALPHA1 I 

CPCRIT = -.4940 

. . . ..LOCATIONS OF MIN., MAX.9 AND CRITICAL PTS. 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

MINIMUM AT X = .4302e (POINT NO. 52) 
MAXIMUM AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 961 
2 CR;::‘:: ;OINTW: 

5 .5165* IAFTER POINT NO. 471 
2ND AT X = .4520 (AFTER POINT NO. 140) 

. . . ..LOCATION OF FIXED POINTS 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOUER SURFACE) 

XFIXtl) f l.onoo+ 
XFIXf21 = .5165* 
XFIX (3) = 0.0000 
XFIX(4) = .4520 
XFIX(5) = 1.0000 



-4 
0 

RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS ON 4TH CALIRRATIUN SOLN: 

. . . ..HACH NUMBER. 
VALUES OF PERTURBATION PARAMETERS, 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

Ml q .7800 

(** DENOTES PERTURBATION FROM BASE VALUE) 

QlTlT = .7800 (MACH NO.) 

01121 = .I100 I TAU T 

Ql(3) = 3.2000 T PITCH ) 

‘.01(4) = .5000 ( ALPHA1 1 

CPCHIT = -,4940 

. . . ..LOCATIONS OF MIN.9 MAX.1 AND CRITICAL PTS, 
(0 DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

MINIMUM AT X = .40!%* (POINT NO. 54) 
MAXIMUM AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 96) 
2 CR;:;‘;: ~OINT~ST : 

z .4903* (AFTER POINT NO. 48) 2ND AT X = .4360 (AFTER POINT NO, 139) 

l e...LOCATION OF FIXED POINTS 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

XFIX(lT = 1.0000* 
XFIX(2J = .4903* 
XFIXTJ) = 0.0000 
XFIX(4) = .4360 
XFIX (5) = 1.0000 
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l ..*******...*.****...*****.*... 

l OUTPUI FOR CASE NO. 1 OF 19 4 
l *****..***.**.*.********..**.*. 

..,,.HACH NUMEER~ 
VALUES OF PERTURGATION PARAMETERSI 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

M2 * .7750 

P2lll = .7750 lWACH NO.1 

QPl2) = .lPOO I TAU 1 

lJ2(3) = 3.0000 f PITCH I 

02(41 = .5000 t ALPHA1 1 

CPCRIT = -.5095 

. . . ..LOCATIONS OF MIN., WAX.. AND CRITICAL PTS. 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

PERTURBATION SOLN: 

MINIMUM AT X = .4771* IPOINT NO. 52) 
MAXIUUM AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 96) 
2 CRITICAL POINTISI: 

1ST AT X I .5420* (AFTER POINT NO. 481 
END AT X = .5065 (AFTER POINT NO. 139) 

COWPIRISON SOLN: 

RINIWJM 4T X c .4070* IPOINT NO. 491 
RAXIMUR AT X = 0.0000 (POINT NO. 96) 
2 CRITICAL POINTtSI: 

1ST AT X = .5493* (AFTER POINT NO. 45) 
2ND AT X = .5OGb (AFTER POINT NO. 1441 

. . . ..FINIL PRINTOUT 4ND GRAPHICAL DISPLAY OF CP 

W = RAXIWUU VALUE OF CP 4 1.1517 
L = HINIHUH VALUE OF CP = -1.0527 
l = CRITICAL VALUE OF CP = -.5095 
P = VALUE OF CP PREDICTED BY PERTURBATION SOLUTION 
C = VALUE OF CP IN COMPARISON SOLUTION 
5 = AGREEMENT GETYEEN P AND C 

PT XBASE CPBASE XPERT CPPERT XCnEK CpCI(EI( CppINT H--------------------------------------- -------------.-----------------L 

: .9987 ,999s .5751 .66OG .9988 .9995 .6594 .RElO .99G7 .9995 .6231 .7155 .FllOG .6506 P c PC l l 

-4 .9974 .5086 .9976 .5706 .9974 .5555 .5626 PC . 

: .9956 .9932 .4543 .4077 .996O .993G .5145 .4637 .9932 .99Sb .4972 .44b9 .5050 .4533 PC s l . 
h .9903 .3659 .9912 .4197 .9903 .4022 .4OGl PC l 
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l *C*.*****.*****.*****.~*.*.*.** 

l luJlPU1 FOR CASE k0. 19 OF 19 l 
..*..*********.*******..*.*.**** 

. . . ..MACIi NIIHHERI 
VALUES OF PEIlTURHATlON PARAWTEHS. 
CRITICAL VALUE OF CP: 

ht.2 = .7900 

0211) = .7900 If4ACi-l NO.) 

02(21 = .12on I TAU 

02(31 = 3.0000 ( PITCH 

O214) q .2000 ( ALPHA1 

CPCRIT = -.4638 

9 

5 

. . . ..LOCATIONS OF MIN.. MAX., AN0 CRITICAL PTS. 
I* DENOTES POINT ON LOWER SURFACE) 

P PERTURBATION SOLN: 
. 
N 
I 

MINIMUM AT X E .6154* 
MAXIMUM AT X = .oooo* 

: 

2 CRITICAL POINTtSI : 
1ST AT X = .6726+ 

R 

END AT X = .6186 

(POINT NO. 51) 
(POINT NO. 961 

IAFTER POINT NO. 481 
(AFTER POINT NO. 1381 

r- COMPARISON SDLN: 

2 l4INIMJH AT X : .6939* 

b 
MAXIMUM AT X = 0.0000 
2 CRITICAL POINT IS) : 

1ST AT X = .7230* 
2ND AT X : .6903 

(POINT NO. 361 
IPOINT NO. 961 

lAFTfR POINT ND. 34) 
(AFTER POINT NO. 1551 

. . . ..FINAL PRINTOUT AND GRAPHICAL DISPLAY OF CP 

H = MAXIMUM VALUE OF CP q 1.1565 
L = HlkIHUM VALUE OF Cl’ : -1.1126 
l = CRITICAL VALUE OF Cl’ E -.4bW 
P = VALUE OF CP PREDICTED UY PtHTURBATlON SOLUTION 
C = VALUE OF Cp Ih COHI’ARISON SOLUTION 
S = AGHEEMENT BETWEEN P AND C 

PT XRASE CPBASE &PERT CPPEHT XCHEK CPCIIEK CPPINT H------------ -------------------------------------.--------------------L 

,: .9995 .9907 .6608 .5751 .9997 .9992 .-I696 .7513 .9995 .V987 .7942 .7350 .7631 .7120 CP S l l 

3 .9974 .50A6 .9983 .6791 .9974 .651Y .6249 CP . 
4 .9956 .4543 .9971 .6UYtl .9Y56 .5805 .5545 J l 

LI .9932 .4077 .9956 .5560 .9932 .5367 .4993 CP l 

h .9903 .3659 .9938 .5100 .9903 .5007 .4500 CP . 
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PLOT of C, 
TEST CASE: CASE NO. 1 OF 19 

CALIBRATION NO. 1 OF 4 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

X 

Figure A.3- Abbreviated plot output for sample case 
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PLOT of C, 
TEST CASE: CASE NO. 1 OF 19 

CALIBRATION NO, 2 OF 4 

9 
i 

0.0 0.1 0 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 

X 

Figure A.3- Continued 
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PLOT of C, 
TEST CASE: CASE NO. 1 OF 19 

CALIBRATION NO. 3 OF 4 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 d.6 d.9 

X 
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PLOT of C, 
TEST .CASE : CASE NO. 1 OF 19 

CALIBRATION NO. 4 OF 4 

a- 
6.2 Ii.3 d.4 

I I I I I 
3 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

X 

Figure A.3- Concluded 
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M.1” 6 
CLLCULltES CONtlMUOUS 01 O,SCOMlIWOUS IIOML,ME,M PfRt”I(G.t,oM Y.,” I 
SOL”t,OMS wH,C” (IEPT(ESEMl I MULTIPLE-PLIAME~EM CHANGE ,N E,twI( “I,” I 
GEOMETRY OR FLOW COND,t,OWS 8” EMPLOVING . SIRAIMED-COOPO,MAtE MI,” P 
PROCEOUME. tHE METHOD “t,L,ZES UN,1 PER~uR.~LT,OMS. OC,LR”,MEO 11.11” 10 
COR EACH PAI(.YEtLR FROM A PREVIOUSL” CALC”LA,EO COR”GM G&SE “.I” ,I 
SOLUTIOM. IMD A CLL,Gll.l,OM SOLut,ON 0,SPLLCEO FRO” IT G” SOME YLIM I2 
REASONLELE CHlNGE IN ,“E RELEVANT PARIMElEI(. 10 PWDILI MEV WIN 13 
N0HLINE.R SOLUTIONS OVER I RlMGE OF PLlAYElER “AR,.t,OH. YL,” 14 

MAIM 15 
lH15 CURREW VERS?oM OF wE PRocEowc IS CONFrQuREO to PRE01C1 AND WI” 16 
PLOT PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS OM A GLIDE 01) .,IFO,L SURFACE. IN0 CAN Yl,M ,I 
KCO”“, FOP 7°C “01,0” OF “1,” ,G 

I,) ONE on Mont CI,t*CaL P0,“,S ISHOCK PO,MlS,* Ml,” ,P 
I21 A STAGNATION POINT. MA,” 20 
131 1 MAa,MuM-SLKlloN-PRESsu~E PO,Ml* Wl,” 2, 

WI SIMULlIYEOVSLV FOR AM” COMR,M~l,OM OF THESE. II.,” 22 
“AIM 23 

THE PPOGllM IS ALSO CONF,GUFtEO 10 COMPARE WE PERt”iIGAl,OH- MA,” 26 
PREDIClEO SOLUlIOMS “lt” WE CORMESPOMOlMG EIlCt SOLUtlOMS MAIN 25 
OGlllNEO OV EMPLOVIMG WE SAME EXPENSIVE COMP”tAt,OM.L “I,” 26 
PROCEDURE USED 10 DETERMINE WE E1SE AUD CALI0RIlION SOLUTIONS. “A,” 2, 
SEE WE SUBROUTINE ,MPUt FOI DETAILS. *a,11 21 

“.I” 29 
M . MO. OF POlMlS Ik SunFLCE PllESSuRE olSlRlBUl,ON - ASSUME0 E0U.L MAIM 30 
FOR BASE. CALIBRAIIW. &MO PlEDlCtED D,SlR,GUt,OMS. Ml,” 3, 

MOlEl M .LE. 200. 11.1” 32 
“11” 33 

UPmA” . MO. OF P.R.ylElS VbR,EO. MOTE1 IIPIMLM .LE. G, “A,” 3. 
“A,” 35 

ELSE sm CbLIBRLlION MAIN 36 
MACH MO. MO “I “A,” 31 
PERT. PhRA”S. QOll,.Q0,2,.... QOl,,~...rQO,lI-,,.P,.onl~*,,.... Ml,” 311 .~ 

“1,” 39 
Y2 . oMco*IMQ MACH No. OF PREDlClED FLOW. MAIN .G 
021,1.0212~~... . VILVES OF PET(lUIBED Pm1IMEtEIS ,W PREo,C,Eo Y.,” &I 

FLOV. Y.,” .2 
“I,” ., 

C00RD,MCtE SfMhlMlllG IS PIECEYISE LI”EaR MllH END POIMtS LMO ONE Ml,” .6 
OR MORE USER-SELECTED ,MtEl,OR POlMlS HELD ,““.I‘.“,. Ml,” 45 

YL,” .6 
tl+f PROOR.” LOCltES “,,,,#I”“. q LI,M”M. &ND ALL CI(,t,C.L PO‘HtS PI.,” .I 
ISHOCK POlN1S.l IN t”E G&SE All0 CALlGRAt,OM SOLUlIOMS, AM0 STGRES HA,” .B 
THESE ,M IHE W!“.“S “LOCO &No XLOC, II, I5 .SS”“Eo t”., tHE MUWEll YAlN .O 
OF CR,tlCIL POW15 DOE5 NO1 EXCEED FOUPI AS FOLLOWS ML,” 50 

“.I” 5, 
ElbSE CLL,Rl.t,oH MAiN 5,) 

MI,” 51 
XLOCGl,, = YIN,““” P,. “LOC,,,I = *,u,*w PI. M.1” <. 
XLOCOIZI = MAX,““M Pl. ILOC1121 = “A”,M”* PI. n.,u 55 
XLOCGI3I = CeItlClL PT. MO. , “LOC,,,, : CY,l,C.L PT. HO. 1 ML,” L16 
.** = . . . . . . = . . . Cl.,” <l 

c “LOCG16, . CR,t,CLL PT. MO. . “LOC,,6, . ClI,,,CLL PT. 110. . 
c 

: 
7°F NUMRER OF PO,MtS SELECTED FYO” WESE IS SPECIFIC0 RI MSELCT. 
t”E COl”ESPoMo,MG S”GSCR,PtS OF LLOCO &No XLOC, ARE SPECIFIED ,I, 

: 
THE F,llSt NSELCt ELE”EMtS OF THE II1R.” LSELC,. E.G. 70 SELECT WE 
M.“,RUY PO,+,, ,Ho ,nE FIRST IN0 t”tRo CI),t,CAL POIWS. OME 

c SPECIFIES 
c 
c WSELCT . 3 
C LSELCllll . 2 

: 
LSLLCTIZ, . 3 
LSELCti31 . 5 

“AIM 58 
“AIM 59 
“LIN LO 
MAIN 6, 
MA,” 62 
“AIM 63 
“A,” 64 
MAIN 65 
“1,” 66 
Ml,” 61 
“1,” a 
“A,” 60 t MllM 10 t PUOV,5,OM 15 ALSO MADE TO lLLoY THE USER 10 SPECIFY tnE POlMtS IN MAIM II 

c t”F GLSE AND C,L,GIAt,OM SOL”t,ONS ,“A, MILL GE MEL0 IMVAR,lMtr TO MAIM I2 
c 1 CIIX,““” OF 5,X. SEE THE S”GRO”t,NE ,NPVt FOR DEIIILS. *rrn 13 
c MLIN I4 
C....................................................................... “,,” ,s 
t 

OIMEMSlOM 
OIMENSIOM 

, 
-DIMENSION 
. 

D,MEMS,OM 
DIMENSION 

. 

MAIM 16 
ICSLvE,G,2OO,.VCSIVE,G.2OO)rlUS~VE,G.2OO,,tWll~M~2OG, MA,” ,I 
XBISEl2OOl.lClLRI200,~lCHEKl2OO~.~PERt,2OO~.~UMITf2OOl. MAIM tG 
DELI 12001 MAIM 79 
tG15E,200l.tCILBI2OO,.tPERI(ZOOl.tC~EU~2OOl.V,MtP,2OOl. M&,1( RO 
“P(IT11200) MLIM “1 
XLOCG,61.ILOCl,b1.XLOC2I6I.ILOC31blrXF,X0lG1.1FIII1G, 
LCRO,,,.LCI,,.,rLCRZl.,rLCr(31.1.LOC0161.LOC,,6,. 
,SEOOlGl.,SEO,IGlrLSELCtIbI 

D,“EIIS,OM OO1G,rG2IG,.DEL,lGl.IOUtIGIrOPDIGL.P~QMIM,Gl 
OIMEHSIOM HEI00151.HEI0,,51rHEI02,51.ME~D3151 
D,YENS,ON VMCI”,Z,rFL.G,G,rStI,MG,~~,.StR”II,,P1, 
DIMENSION M154”EIG~.M2SI”EI25,,0151”E,lll.P2SI”E~G.25, 
FdElL ““.~,.“2,“,51”E.“251”E 
COYllOH ICOEFF/ CIG.7).D,Grl, 
COYMOH /HEAD, t,tLE,GO) 
COMWOM IPARAM, PlllM4M.LOCO.LOCI.LSELct.M,McAsE.LsPEc~LuMll* 

I Lt”fl(rLPLot.WSELCl...G~~P~~.“.vM~” 
COYMoN IPEM,, O0~02.“0.“,~“2~P,~“C~0~“~~,.“~~2.”M,M~””~” 
COYYOH /SAVE/ XCSCVE.VCSAVE 
CG”“ON llGL/ HEADO,HELD,.HEAD2,M,SAVE,M2S~VE,G,5AVE,O25AVE 
COWON 111, IG.SE,IC.LG.IPEMt.ltl(EIIIIBISE.,~~LG.t~E”t,”~ME~.“P~t, 
DAtL LtElM 10,. LCORR 10, 
OIlA HEhO ,.HGLSE,W SOL.bMUt,O,bWl ..n I* 

. HEAD, 14HCAL,.4HGBAt.bHION ..HSOLN,.HI I. 

. “El02 ,,“PEMt.,““aGr..“t,OM..” SOL,.HM: I. 

. “EL03 ,,“COMP,lM.M,S.WOl S..“OLH:,.H I 
DA,. OR0 ,,H,St r.HZMo ,.“,RO ,‘H.,” I 

. ,“SlH ..HblH ..“I,” .W.slH I 
c 
C....................................................................... 

: USER-SUPPLIED 5t~tEMWt FUNCTION tCP,tIZL OEtEr(M,NES CRltlCAL 
C VLLVES OF FLOM VL(I,AGLE “CM,t AS FUMCI,ON OF FLOY PAI(AYEtER 2. 
c 1GR.D I., OR -,I 15 THE “SEM-SVPPLIEO ALGERUllC S,GM OF OtCRltlDX 
c USE0 ,N LGC.t,NG THE CPItlCIL POINT. 
c 
t IN THE PIIESEMt VElSlON OF THE CODE, “CI,t REPIIESENTS IHE FULL- 
c POtEMT,~L tt2,TIC.L P”ES5”“E COEFF,C,EMt FOR 110 ,01MM. = ,..)I 2 

MAIN 02 
MblN “3 
“A,” “4 
“AIH 115 
ml” 16 
“A,” “1 
“I,” 8I 
MA,” “9 
tu,M 90 
“A,” 9, 
MLIM 92 
MAIN 93 
“A,” 9. 
MAIM 9s 
“I,” 96 
“I,” 91 
Il.,” 98 
“A,” 09 
MAIN100 
MIINlOI 
M)IIN102 
*rIMIn 
“L,“,“. 
111111105 
M~INlOb 
MIINIGl 
llA,MlOl 
“A,“,09 
“AlM,,n 
“AINIII 
MAINlI2 
MAIN1,3 
M.,M1 ,r 



C IS 1wE FHE S1”E.M NACH N”“@LR, &I*) IGRAD CORr(ESPOND5 TO P0511,“E MA,“,,5 

: 
CllESSVlK Ul.D,EMt (*II. M.,Mllb 

M.IMI,7 
VCRItlZl.2.O~l,l2.O*o.~*2.~2l/2..,~*ll../o.bl-,.ol/ll..*2~.2l M.IMllG 
IGRADII M.lHllP 

C M.lMl2O 
~............~........~.....~.....................~...~..~...~.....~.... Y,,“,2, 
: . . . ..PRYNI DANMER PAGE. 
C 

CALL BLmER 

: . . . ..RL.D LECHO &ND ECHO IWUt MCK IF LECtIO .EO. 1. 
C 

GILL LCWINP 

: . . . ..INPUt CONTROL, GEDMETRV, AND StRA,M,N’3 P.R.MEtERS. 
c 

CALL ,NPut Ill 

: .,...Yl?I1E TITLE AND WPUT P.R.*ElERS. 
C 

YRIIE 16.10001 TITLE 
YRllE IbrlOlO, N,ArB.MPAR.N 

C 
NClI=NSELCl*Z 
NSEG=NFIX-I 

: . . . ..PRlNl ,WFORMAtIW RLG.IIDING 5tK.1NIMO TO BE USED. 
C 

IO 

:: 
c 

YRITE lG.10201 @WI. 
If ILSPLC .EO. 01 eo to 10 
URltE lbr10301 
Go 70 30 
CON1 ,NUE 
YFIITE lbr1Ok01 
00 20 I=lrMSELC7 
IF ILSLLCtIIl .EO. 1) Wltt lb.lG%l VW.* 
IF lLSELCtlll .tP. 2, YRIIE lb.,ObOl VHAM 
IF ILSELCTII, .LE. 21 00 10 20 
LC0RII=* 
LP~=LSELCtIII-2 
YlltE ,br1010l VNINrOr)DlLPR, 
COtit INUE 
CON, IMUE 

c.....GESlN CALC"L.tIONS DN BASE SOLUt,ON. 
C 

C.LL INPUI 12, 
VCIO=vcll,tI*01 
YRITE lb,,0801 HE&DO 
YRITE lb.10901 VN.H 
IRItE lb.llOOI MO 
IF ,NP,“.” .EP. ,I YRITE lb ,I,,01 00lll.P.~N.~l,I 
IF INPIRA” .Gl. ,I UR,,E 16.1120, ,1[,0011,,PL”N,M,lt,.I.,.MP.~.~~ 
IRItE lb.l,,O, VN.M.“CPO 

C 

*.I”122 
K.IM123 
M.,MlZI 
M.lMl25 
*.,MI2b 
N.lM127 
ll.,MlZO 
M.lMl29 
M.IH130 
M.lM13l 
M.lN132 
M.IM133 
c1.111134 
11.111135 
*.I”1 Ib 
*.I”137 
~.I”138 
M.,H139 
M.,MI4O 
M.lMl.l 
M.,M142 
*.lMlb3 
M.,“,~~ 
Cl.INIbS 
M.1MI.b 
q ,,N,.7 
M.lMI.8 
M.lMl.9 
“.lM1SO 
w.111151 
M.,NlZZ 
M.lN153 
M.IMlS. 
11.1”,55 
M.,NlSb 
M.IM157 
M.,Ml5G 
Mb,“159 
Y.lMlbO 
Mb,Ml6, 
M.lM162 
Y.IHlb3 
M.INlb4 
Y.,Hlb5 
ll.,N,hb 
M.INlh7 
M.,N,hB 
Y,,MIh9 
rr.,“, 10 
M.,H,71 

C.....NOQM.L,ZE I CODRDlM.ttS AND LOCATE KIMINU’I. K.IIlWM. AND CRlt1C.L ",I",,2 
C POINTS FGR EASE 50LUtIOM. *.I”173 
c K.INI74 

q .lMl75 
M.INI7b 
l4LINI77 

C.LL SC.LE IM.lD.5E.,..rBl 
C.LL LOCATE IM.XEISE.VB.SE.tCRO.lGR.D.LKMO.LN~O.MCRO~LCRO.~LOCOl 
Y9CY,N=YR.SElLHNOI 
“BCM.X~VBI5ElLYF.0, 
WRITE 16.11.0l 
YRltE 16.11501 
CALL UPLOI IA.B.ILOCO.b~MCRG*2~~OUt.FLIB) 
YPIIE 16.1160~ XOUtl,~.FL.Gll~.LMHO.IDllll2l.FLhGl2l.LMZO 
IF lNCI)O .Gt. 01 URIIE Ib.1170, NCnO. 

s l0Q0l,l.10Ut,I*2lrCL4Gl,*2l,LCROl,Ir,.I,NCROl 

*.I”170 
H.lM,7P 
K.INI.@ 
M.IN,n, 
M.lMl.2 
M.lN1.3 
M.INlII. 
MAINIKS 
R.lM111b 
H.,NI(I7 
H.1”,88 
W.lN,nI 
*bINlPO 
K.lNlPl 
“4111192 
*.I”103 
K.lN19. 
M.lNIP5 
*.INIPb 
M.lNlP7 
Y.lN,Ol 
*.INlPP 
Y.lN200 
M.IN2OI 
M.IN2GZ 
M.lN2.3 
R.,MZII. 
M.lNZG5 
M.,N2Ob 
MAINZn7 

C 
C.....LO.D SELECTED 5tRA,NING POINTS ,MtO FIXED-PD,Mt /Wt.” FOR R.SE 
C SOLUTION. 
C 

~FIIOlIl=O.0 
XFIIOlMFlX,=l.G 
IF-ILSPEC .Ei.-II URltE lbr11130, 
DO 50 ,=l.MSELCt 
IF ILSPEC .EP. 0, GO TO .O 
XF,XOI,*,l=X0.5EILOCOl,ll 
WRITE l6.,,90l LOCOIII 
GO TO 50 

.” COMtlMUE 
XF,XOll*,l.XLOCO,L~ELCtltll 

50 COHl,HUE 
c 
t . . . . ..RR.NGE 5ELECtEO FIXEO POINTS IN L *ONOtOME SEOUEMCE. 
c 

GILL SORT lMFIl.XF,:0.1SE00l 
URITE Ib.1200l 
WITE ~b.11501 
CALL UPLOU Ilr~.IFIIO.O.~lX.IWtlFLLOI 
UR,tE IbrlZIOJ l,riOUtlil.FLAGl,lrS=,.~l~J 

C 
C.....END C.LCULLlIDNS DN RISE SOLUTSGN. 

: . ..~..~~.....~.....~~~...~........~~............~..... 

C 
C..,..BEGIM C.LCUL.1,0”5 D+d t4L1~R.110” SOLUt1OW5. 
c 

DO 110 N=,.MPIR.II 
CALL INPUT 13, 
M,S.VE~Kl=M, 
O,SAVElKI=0, 
tCll,=VCR,tlM,, 
DEL,1K,=G,-90110 
CLLL COPY I,.M.K.XC.LO.lC5.VE, 
C.LL COPY lIrM.K.tC.LB.VC5.VEl 
IF IMPIRLM .tO. II WITE lb.,OlOl HEAD, 
IF ,NP.R.M .Gf. I, YRITE Ib.12201 0UDlK,.HE.D, 
VRltE ,b.,G90) “NW 
IRIlE 16.1230l MI 
IF lNP4P.M .Gt. ,I CRltE Ib.,Z.Ol 
“0 6” KK=,,NP,&?W 

Cl.lNZnG 
“.lHPOP 
~.1”2,0 

. ..*............. M,,N2,, 
M.IHLtt 
M.1”2,3 
K.lN2,. 
~.I”215 
MAlM2,b 
K.lH217 
M.I”2,8 
M.lN2,Q 
H.IM220 
M. IN221 
M.IN222 
~4IN223 
M.lNZ?I 
141M225 
M.I”.?Pb 
M.IW?I 
HbIN27R 



W 
0 

c 
CALL SCALE IN1XCAL8.I.A.B~ 
CALL LOCATE IN,XC~L0,VClLE,VCIl.lG~bO.L~~l,L~~l,NC~l,LC~l.XLOCll 
Vl*lN.VCALBILMNll 
“T”LX.“CLLRIL”Il, 
IF IVTMIN .Ll. “BC”,N, VBCMIII-VlMlN 
IF ,“,IIAX .GT. WCYAII vBcMAx=“T*Ax 
“RITE 161114G1 
WRITE lC.1150) 
CALL “PLO” II.G.ILOCl.b.NCRl~2.IWV.FLIGI 
W,,E 16.ll60, )IO”,,l,rFLIG,,,,LYN,,XO”I,2,.FLIGI2,.LYIl 
IF ,NCU, .GT. 0, WRITE 16.1110, NW’,. 

. lOROlll.IOUTll*2l.FLAGIl.2~.LC~l~,~.l=l.NCRll 
C 
C,....CHECI( FOR IHVALID STRAIHING 5PEClFlClTlON If LSPEC = 0. 
C 

IF ILSPEC .EG. II GO TO 10 
lCOuHT=G 
DO 10 l=lrNSELCl 
IF ILSELCTIII .LE. 21 GO 10 10 
lCOUNT.lCOUNT*, 
IF ,NCQO .NE. NCI,l LTERM=l 

10 CONTINUE 

: .,,..SlOP EXECUllON IF CRITICAL POINTS ARE TO BE USE0 IN SllllNlNG LNO 
C NUMBER OF CRITICAL POlH,S IN RISE AND CCLl8RlTlON SOLUTIONS IRE 
C UNEGUAL. 
C 

IF ILTERM .EG. II GO TO 900 

: . . . ..STOP EXECUIION IF NWEER OF CT(lflClL POINTS SELECTED EXCEEDS 
C NUMAEF! ACTUALLV LOCATED. 
r 

IF IICOUNT .Gl. NClOl GO TO 905 
C 

80 CONTINUE 
C 
C.....LO,D SELECTED S,R,lNlNG POINTS INTO FIXED-POINT .RU.v FOQ KIH 
C CbLlBIA,lON SOLUTION. 
C 

90 

“Fl”l,lI=o.G 
x.Flx,INFlXI.l.O 
IF (LSPEC .EG. I, WRITE 16. 
00 100 l=I.NSELCT 
IF lLSPEC .EO. 01 GO TO 90 
“F,l,Il*,I.“C.LBIL”ClI,,~ 
lR,TE 16*1,90~ LOCIIII 
GO TO 180 
CON7 ,NUE 

1llOl 

YllH229 
q ~lN230 
M~lN231 
MllN232 
M.lN233 
“IlH2,. 
MIlN235 
MAlN23C 
“LIN231 
YfilN230 
WIN239 
YAlN24G 
ll.lN2.1 
*.1*(212 
MAlN2.3 
“AlN2.. 
WIN245 
YAlN24b 
MAIN241 
MAINZII 
WlN2.9 
Mb IN250 
M.,NZSl 
WIN252 
MAIN253 
“A IN254 
WIN255 
MAIN256 
MAIN251 
MA11258 
WllN259 
MClN2hO 
“llN26, 
MAIN262 
YAlNZf.3 
M.lH.26. 
“*IN265 
“1 IN266 
“A IN267 
“1 IN268 
“A lNZh9 
MllN2lO 
YAlNPl, 
M.lN212 
WIN213 
“IIN 
“llH215 
IulN216 
“llN271 
*IIN 
“AlN219 
YPlN2RO 
MIlN2Ll 
MAINPn2 
~.lNIR3 
M.,NZI, 
M.,WB, 

lFlIlII~ll.ILOCllLSELCTll,I 
100 CONTINUE 

C 
C.....IRRANGE SELECTED FIXED POINTS IN A MONOTONE SEGUENCE. 
c 

“AIN 
MAIN211 
*IlNZII 
MhlNZR9 
M&IN200 

YA,N301 
NAlNlOl 

MAIN291 

MAlN30.5 

MAIN292 

M4lN309 
*rlN310 
M~lN311 

MhlN293 

MhlN312 
MAIN313 

MlIN29. 

MAIN314 
MAIN315 

MAIN295 

MLlN3lL 
MAIN317 

“llNIO(, 

MllNJll3 
MAIN319 

YA,N291 

MAIN320 
“1lN32, 
“al11322 

MAlN29I 

WIN323 

MAIN299 
MAIN300 
MAIN301 
MAIN302 
llllN303 
“llN30. 
MAIN,“5 

&....COMPUlE COEFFlClENT5 IN KTH UN,1 STRAINING OF XBASE 

GILL SORl ~NFlX.IFlXl,lSEO,~ 

C 

WRITE 16.12001 

C XSTU * ClK.1, l O~K.II~I8ASE. 

WRITE 16.11501 

1=1.21 . . . oNSEG. 

: 

GILL UPLOU II.B~IFlXl.lrNFlI.XOUl.FL4G, 

“HERE NSEG IS THE NWBER OF LINEAR SEGIIENTS. 
C 

WRITE 16.12101 Il,lOU,Ill,FLCGlll~l=l.NFlI, 

DO 130 l.l*NSEG 

C 
C.....S,OP EXECUTION If OUOER OF OCCUGUENCE OF CRl7lCAL POlHT5 IN B.SE 
C AN0 CALlBRAllON 5OLU,lONS DOES HO, COILESPONO. 
C 

IF ILSPEC .EP. I, GO TO 120 
00 110 l=l,NFl~ 
IF 1lSE00,11 .NE. l5EOllll~ GO TO 910 

110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTIYUE 

I- 

130 CONTINUE 
C 
C.....OETERYlNE KTH UNIT SlRAlNING OF IBASE. 
C 

CALL STl(blN lN.KrN5EG.XFlXO.IE~SE.l.O,OEL~, 
DO 140 1.l.N 

I.” XUNlllIl.IRI5Elll*OELIo 
r 
c 

CALL INVEW’ IN,XC~LB.VCIIL0.XUNll,VlNVP, 

C.....lNTEIPOLATE C4LlERATlON SOLUTION 10 B.SE CLOY POINTS CGllESPONDlNG 

C 

C TO UN,, 5tRAlNlNG. 
c 

C.....COUIIECT VALUES OW EITHER SIDE OF CRl7lCAL POINTS. IF 1HESE AGE 
c USE0 IN SlsAlNlNG. 
r 

Mb lN37b 
YIlNJPl 
*PIN321 

IT ILCORR .EG. 01 GO TO 160 
DO 150 l=l.NCRl 
VlN7PILCROIl,I=VC~LBILCT(lllII 
VlNTPILC~Olll*ll=VCILBILCRl~ll 
CON, INUE 
COW ,Nl,E 

150 
lhrl 

c 

‘61, 

C.....OE,EW,NE THE KTH UN,, PEIITU”B.TlON. 
C 

MAIN336 
MAIN335 

MAIN329 

“.,N,,L 
WIN331 

WIN330 

“nlN33” 
MLIN3.39 
WIIN34Cl 
“11N3.1 

“A,N33, 

*aIN,. 

MAIN332 
ClllNj33 



: 

W 110 1ml.N 

. . . ..s.VE UNIT 5IR.lNlNG If REWIRED FOR L.lER PRIMlOU,. 
C 

lln VUNI1lK.1l=IVINTPI1l-VB4SElIll/DELllKl 

If lLUNl1 .EO. 01 GO 10 180 
GILL SCALE IN.XUNlT.2~..8l _- 
CALL COPV Il.N,K,XUNlT,XUS.YEI 

110 CONTINUE 
L 
C.....END C.LCUL.llON5 ON C.LlBR.lION 5OLUllON5. 

N.lN3.5 

“LlN3.3 

“AlN3.6 
“4lNJ.l 

“AIN3.. 

NAlN3.8 
“41113.9 
“A IN350 
N.lN351 
NClN352 
“.lN353 

C YAlN35. 
C....................................................................... “,,Nj55 

: 
N.lN35C 

. . . ..PRlUT UNIT PERTURB4lIONlSl 4ND UNIT 5lR4lNlNGI5l If LUNll .NE. 0. “.,N351 
C 

If ILUNIT .LG. 01 GO TO 2.0 
;a”:hL&CALE IN.XB.SE.2.ArBl _.. 
If INPARAM .G,. Al lRPl.1 
K514Pl=l 
KSTOP.. 

190 

If IMSTOP .GI. NPARAN, KSlOP.NP4RAM 
00 TO 200 
K5lARlm5 
KSV0P.NP.R.M 
CON1 INUE 

N.111351 
MAIN359 
NAlN36G 
N.lN36l 
“LlN362 
M.lN3b3 
NAlN36. 
M.lN365 
NAlN36b 
H.IN361 
Y.lN3bG 

200 
YRllE lb.128Ol VNAM 
If IWAR.” .Gf. ‘I WRITE l6.1290l I(St.R1,K5lOP 
If lNP.R.N .EG. 1, URllE l6.13001 
If INPIRAN .EG. II GO TO 210 
WuN=K5lOP-II5T.RT*l 
If INUM .EO. 11 WRITE 16.1310) I~D,~I,I~~S~.R~.KS~OPI 
If INUM .EO. 21 rR,fE 16.13201 ~OROlIo,K=KSl4Rl,K5lOP, 
If INU” .EO. 31 NRllE lb.13301 IOROIU~,K=K~~~RT.I(S~OP~ 
If INUN .EQ. Al MRITE l6r13.0, IORO~KI,K=K~~.R,.~~~OP, 

210 CONTINUE 
GILL FILL lIrO.5TRUNlI 
KL.sfmto*lKSTOP-Ksl.Rl*ll 
WRITE 16.13501 l51RUN1llo,Km‘.~L.S11 
YRllC 161136Ol 
DO 220 l=l,N 

228 *RITE 16.1310l IrlO4SElIl.lIU5.VEIKrlll*UN,TlK,ll.~=~Sl.Rl,K5lOP, 
If IIRPT .EO. 01 GO 10 230 
IRPl~O 
GO IO I90 

230 C.LL~St.iE IN.xBASEII~A.BI 
2.0 CONTINUE 

I- 
t . . . ..CON5lRUCl PERTURB4710N SOLUTIONS FOR TEST CASES l.ND CONPARE WITH 
C EXACl 5oLUllON. If .V.lL.fJLEI. 
C 

DO 330 lC.SE=,.NC.5E 
CALL INPUT I., 
N2S.VEIlC4SEI=“Z 
YCR2=vCRllI*2I 
VCR3=VcRZ 

MAlN3b9 
Y.lN310 
*.lN31l 
N.lN3l2 
“4lN313 
“AlN31. 
“1111315 
M.IN31b 
MAIN311 
“LlN378 
NAlN319 
“AlN340 
“AIM341 
N.lN342 
“4111343 
“AlN3”. 
11. IN305 
Y.lN3.6 
“AlN341 
MAIN341 
NAlN349 
“.,N300 
“IlN391 
Y.111392 
“llN393 
f4.,N,Q. 
MAIN395 
“AINJPb 
NAlN391 
MA lN30” 
M.lN,OY 

5 
~.....,N11,.L12E STRAINED COORDINAlE 4ND PERTURBAIION 5OLUllON. 
C 

00 250 1ml.N 
“PERllll=.R.SEflI 

25” VPERllll=VB.SElll 
C 
C......o,, IN CONlRlEUllONS fROl ALL PERTURBATlONS. 
C 

It0 210 K=l.N?.RA* 
02S.VEIK.lC45El=02lKl 
OEL2.02lKl-POIIO 
OEL2l=OEL2/DELllIo 
CALL STRAIN ~N.K~N~EG.x~~XO.XE~~E.DELZ~.DELX~ 
00 260 1~l.W 
xPER~II~.IPERT~I~*MLX~~~ 

260 VPERlIl~=VPERllllrDEL2WUNlllK.1l 
2,” CONllNUE 

C 
C...,...DJUSf VILUES NEAR CRITICIL POlNl FOR MONOTONE BEHAVIOR. 
C 

If lLCORR .EO. I, CLLL MONO lNCRO,LCRO,XPER7,VPERll 
C 
C.....LOC.lE MlN,WUY. MAXINU”. AND CRlIlCAL POINTS IN PERIURB.llOW 

: 
SOLUTION. 

C.LL SCALE INrXPERT.2.4*Bl 
CALL 5C.LE IN.XPERV.I.4.8l 
CALL LOCATE IN,XPERl.VPERl.VCR2.l~4D,L~2.LMK2.NCR2.LCR2.YLOC2l 
VM,N.VPERllLNNZl 
V”.X.VPERl ILYXZI 
VPCNlNrY”IN 
“PCM4X.VM.I 
YRITE 16,138Ol lCCSE.NCASE 
“RITE lb.lG9Ol VW.” 
lR,TE l6.13901 II2 
IF INPIRAN .EO. ‘I IRITE lG.l.OOl O2lllrP4RN.Nlll 
If lNP.R.N .GT. ,I YRITE l6.1.101 lK,02l,‘l,P.RN.“lKl.R=,rN~4R.NI 
WRITE IC.ll3Ol VN.MrVCRZ 
“RITE ,6rll.Ol 
WRITE 16.1150~ 
GILL UPLOY I.rB.XLOC2,6~KR2*2.IWl.fL.O~ 
YR,lE I6.1.2OI HE.CI~~XOU~I~~.~L~GI~~~L”U~~XOU~I~I~~L.G~~~.LNX~ 
If (NCR2 ,GT. 01 WRITE lb.14301 NCR2. 

e lORDI,l.XOUTII*2l,fL4Gll*2l.LCR2l1l.l=l.NCR2l 
CALL SCILE IN.XB.5E.2.4rBl 

,..,f LCIIEK A-E. 0 READ IN 0.1. FOR COWARISON SOLUllON 4No LOCATE 
YININU”. N..lNUNr 4ND CRITICAL POINTS. 

If ILCNEU .EO. Ol GO TO 290 
CCLL INPUT ISI 
ClLL SCALE lN,rCHEN~lrA.Bl 
CALL LOC.lE lN,ICHEK.VCHEKrVCR3rlGR.D,LNN3,LNX3.NCR3.LCR3.XLoC3l 
YN~~IVCHEKILNN~I 
“M.X.“C”EKlL”.3~ 
IF ,r”,N .LT. VPC”,Nl Vf’ClllN=VMlN 

N.lN.09 
“AlNlbl 
N.lN.02 
“41N.03 
II.lN.0. 
Y.lN.05 
“.lN.“G 
N.1N.01 
“.lN.OG 
“AIM.09 
“AlN.10 
“41N.11 
“41N.12 
“41N.13 
N4lN.l. 
MAIN.15 
“AlN.16 
II.lN.17 
M.1N.18 
M.lN.19 
M.lN.29 
Y.lN.21 
MAIN.22 
WIN423 
Y.lN.2. 
*.*1I425 
q AlN.?b 
N.lN.21 
N.lN.28 
MAIN.?9 
“AIM.30 
WIN.31 
“AlN.32 
MAIN.33 
“4lN.3. 
“AlN.35 
Y.lN.36 
MAIN.31 
MAIN.30 
“AlN.39 
M.lN.40 
“4lNI.I 
“AIN.. 
N.lNI.3 
“AIN... 
YAlN.45 
Y.lN..b 
“AIM..1 
“4lNI.l 
“IIN.. 
WIN450 
“41N451 
M.lN.‘IZ 
“4lN.53 
N.lN.5. 
Y.lN.55 
“.lh.Flb 



W 
N 

If IWAX .G,. “PC”.“, ,PC”.“.““.” 
CALL UPLO” l4~G,.LOC3,6.NCR3*2,.OUl.fL.Gl 
W,,E ,6,‘,2o, “E.O,,XOUlIl,,fL.GllI~L”N3rXOUll2I.fL4Gl2l.LNX3 
If INCK!, .G”. 0, “RITE 14.1.301 NCR3r 

. foRDl,I..OU”I,*2,,fL.Gll*2l.LCR3lll.l=l.NCN3~ 
CALL lN,ERP IN,.PERl.“PERl.XCHEK.VPRlll 
CALL LOCATE IN,XCHEK.“PR”~,VCR~~~GR.D.LNN~.LW.~,NCR~,LCQ~.XLOC~~ 
“,MlN.“PR,l,L”N31 
“lN..=“PRTIILMX31 
If I”l”lN .Ll. VNINI “MlN=“lMlN 
If I”““.x .Gl. “NIX, VN..=“lM.X 
CALL SCALE lN.XPERT.2.4.Bl 
CALL SCALE lN,lCHEK.2.4.Gl 
CALL FILL l2.O,S”RlNGI 
lR,lE ,6,1,.01 VNAN 
“RITE 16.1.50, VN4M,“Y4X,VN.“.““lN.VN.N,“CR2.VN.”.VN.N 
“RITE ,6,,,60, VN.N,VN.N.VN.M.VN.N.lST~lNGIllrl=l.721 
00 280 1.l.N 
CALL FILL l3.l.5,RlNGl 

2110 “RITE ,G,‘.101 lrX0.SEllI.“G.SEIlI.XPERllllr”PERlllI. 
I XCHEKllI,“CHEKIll,“PRTllll.lSlRlNGllllrll=l,72l 

GO 10 310 
29” CONTlN;i 

c 

300 
310 

CALL SCALE lN.XPER1.2.4.0l 
CALL FILL l2~0.SlRlNGI 
WRITE ,~,1,.01 VN.” 
“RITE ,6,,.G01 VN.N.VN.lrVN.M.VNlN,VN.M,VCRZ.VN4N 
WRITE 16.1490, VN.Y,VN.NrSlRlNG 
DO 300 1nl.N 
CALL FlLLIl~l.SlRlNGl 
YR,,E ,6,,500, ,.,,B.SEIIl.VB4SEl,lrIPERllll.“PERI(II,SlRlNG 
CONllNUE 

C 
C.....lf LPLOT .NE. 0 GENERATE PERIPHERAL PLOT Of PERlURBATlON *ND 
C CO”P.R,SON SOLUTIONS. 
C 

If ILPLO” .EO. 0, GO TO 320 
“MIN.“OCWlN 
““.x.vBcM.X 
If IVPC”,N .Ll. “‘11,111 “MlN=VPCNlN 
IF I”PC”4” .Gl. ““AX, VN.X.“PCM.I 
CALL ORVPLT IlC.SE,N,NC4SE.NP.R4N.“M,N.VM...”CR2~ 

320 CONTINUE 
CALL SCALE lN..B4SE.lr.rBl 

33G CONllNUE 

: . . . ..PRlNl FINAL TABLE SUNM.Rl2lNG C.LCUL.TlON5. 
C 

CALL “AGLE INP.R.N.NC.SE.P4RN.N.“O~GOl 
GO 10 999 

C 
C......GNORM.L ,ER”lN.“lON Of COMPU”.,,ON. 
C 

901 WRITE lb.90001 
GO 1” 999 

905 WRITE lb.90501 

Y.lN.5, 
NAlN45G 
MAIN.59 
MAIN.60 
N.lN.61 
H.lN.02 
“AIM.63 
“AlN.6. 
M.lN.b5 
MAIN466 
N.lN.F.1 
“.lN..G 
“AlN.69 
N.lN.10 
114111.11 
MAIN.72 
11.111413 
“.IN.,. 
W.1N.15 
M.1N.16 
Y.1N.11 
“AIN., 
M.lN.19 
M.lN.“O 
“41N.4, 
MAIN.42 
II.IN.R, 
MAIN.@. 
MAIN.“5 
M.lN.06 
N.,N.“7 
M.lN.GG 
N.,N.“9 
“41N.90 
“AIM.91 
MAlNI92 
MAIN.93 
M.lN.9. 
NAlN.95 
MAIN.96 
Y.lN.91 
Y.lN.9G 
MAIN.99 
NAlN500 
Y.lN5”l 
MAIN502 
NAlN503 
HAlN5”. 
YAlNSO5 
H.,N5”6 
M.lN501 
N.lNS”G 
mlN5n9 
M.lN5,0 
M.lN511 
“AlN512 
M.1’1513 

GO TO 999 
910 YRITE lb.9100I 

C 
999 YRITE 16.95001 

SlOP 

: . . . ..I/0 fORN.1 514TEHEN1S FOLLOW. 
C 

,000 FORNAT l‘W,.,32l‘N~l/ 
. lX.lH*r25X.GO.l.25X.lH-/ 
l lX,l32,lH~l,,,l 

,010 fORN.1 ll..29H.....LlSl Of INPUT PARAYETER5// 
e 6X,3HN =.I.// 
. 61.3”. =rf5.l,.X.3N,l =rf5.,II 
l 6Z.GHNP.R4M ..lP//Il 

‘020 FORM.” llX.22H....,STR.INlNG OPTlONSll 
l bI.23HNUMGER OF FIXED PO,Nl5I.l2,l 

1030 FORM.1 IW...OHFlXED POINTS MILL BE PRESELECTED 8” USER, 
. bX.37H.ND LISTED BELOW IN PRINTOUT FOR GASEI 
. bX.ZbH.ND C.LlER.“lON 5OLUllONS.///I 

1O.n fORN.1 lbX,.5HflXED POINTS “ILL BE .U”ON.l,C.LLV DE,ER”,NE,,, 
I bX...HGV THE PROGRAY FOR ALL SOLUTIONS 45 FOLLOK,:,, 
. ll..,4H”YO ENO POINTS, 

,050 FORM.1 I,‘X.,6HP0,N1 Of M1N1WN.1X.2.1, 
‘ObO FORM.1 IllX.l6HPO,N” Of N4X,“UN.,X,2.,, 
,010 fORN.1 IlIX.24l.bHCRIT ,....bHPOINlll 
,000 FORNAT 
1090 FORN.1 

e 

I10GSfOR”41 
,110 FORMAT 
,120 FOR1141 
1130 $0R”.1 
II.0 FORM.1 
‘150 f ORMA” 
llb0 FORM.” 

. 
IllG FOR*.1 

. 

. 
II”0 $09"41 

I 
,190 FOR”.” 
,200 fOR”.l 
*z*n fonf44T 
*22n FORN., 
1210 FORM.1 
1240 fow141 
125. FOR*., 
lzan Fow47 
12,G FORM.1 
*Zen foTtM41 

la,osf oR"47 
L,," FOP"., 

liIh,2bNRESULlS Of CGMPUl4lIONS ON,lX,54./,,l 
IlX.,,H.....N.CH NUIIGER., 
L~,&~v*LUES Of PERTURRA”ION PARANETERS.I 
bI,llMCRlTlC.L VALUE Of.lX.24l.lHI/I 

lllL,.W”O =.fI,,ll 
,llX.,HGO =~fl...51~lNl,.G~lWI/l 
lllX.3MG0lrllr3Hl ~~$?..r5X.,Hl..G.,Hl/, 
IllX.24l.bNCRll =rFG..///l 
Il...lH.....LOC.llONS Of YIN . . *AX., AND CR171C.L P”5.l 
13.,3.“,* DENOTE5 POINT ON LOYER S”Rf.CEl,I 
lGX.I.HM,NlWUM AI 1 .rf1....lr3X.l0HlPOlNT NO.,l.rlHl, 

6.,l.HM.XlWM A” I ..f,....l.3X.lO”lPO,Nl NO,.l,,lHll 
l6.rll.lX.lGMCRlTlC.L POlN1ISlI/ 

1101*...6”.1 I ..lXrfb.,..l*31. 
lhHl.fTER POINT NG..l.,IHlll 

lI..5llH~l.1X.32WflIEO POINIS PRCSELECTCO G” USER, 
IX.~,IY.l,l .-._.. . . 

l61.2NXl~13.1H,, 
l///lX.29H.....LOC.llON Of CllED POlNf5l 
lllX.5H.flXI.ll.3Hl n .fl.,*.ll 
llHl.2bMRESUL”S Of COMPUl.llONS 0N.11,6..///1 
l1lX*.H”l ..fl..,l 
lZX..,HI.* DENOTES PERlURG.llON FROM BASE VALUE,,, 
IllX..HGl *.F”...5X.*“l..G.,“l/) 
I9..5H**01,r11*3H~ =.FI...5x.lHI.4G,lHI/I 
IllX13HGll*llr3Hl ~rf1...5..1Hl..G.,Hl/, 
llHl.2OYUNll PEPlURG.llON 0f.,I.24,.,., 

ZlHANO UNIT SlR.lNlNG Of XGISEI 
IZSWfGQ C.LlRR.llON SMUllONS.l2.lI.“HlHROUGH.l2~ 
111,19..1I,“~.,...~.,,HC.LG SOLN *.,.,I 

*.1n5,. 
MAIN515 
N.IN5lb 
*.IwslI 
M.lN5lO 
NAlNSl9 
YAlN520 
MAIN521 
MAIN522 
MAIN523 
“41N52. 
11AlN525 
MAIN52b 
NAlNSZl 
MAIN528 
“AIM529 
MAIN530 
N4IN53l 
1.111532 
MAIN533 
MLlN53. 
MAIN535 
*41Ns3* 
MAIN531 
MAIN531 
N.111539 
N.lNS.0 
M.lN5.1 
MAINS.2 
N.lN5.3 
WAINS.. 
N41N5.5 
M.lN5.G 
N.lN5.1 
N.lN5.G 
N.lN5.9 
NAIN559 
*.*NS51 
“4111552 
NAlN553 
11.11155. 
N.lN%S 
WAlN5Sb 
“AlN551 
“AlN55G 
“A IN559 
NAlNSbO 
M.lN5bl 
“41115b2 
MAIN563 
NAlN56. 
I.4 lN5b5 
11. I N56b 
MAlN5bl 
MAINS&S 
“.lN,lO 

- 



1329 fGW.1 
1330 FoRat 
13.0 COW.1 
,350 fORN.1 
,360 fORN.t 
,370 FOR”., 
,340 foR*bt 

: 
1390 mnm41 
,400 f"RCl.1 
1.1” fORN41 
,420 FOR*.1 

0 
I 

1.30 FORMAT 
. 
. 

1.40 FORI(.l 
I 

*‘50.fwN4T 
. 
I 
. 
S 

: 
l,bn FOR”41 

s 
1470 fou*nr 
,480 FGRMAT 

: 
% 

1490’F0RN41 
s 

,500 FORM.1 

l///19X.2ll~rlX,4,.ll~.L~ SOLN ,.3X11 
l///l9xr3llH~rlx.4..llMC4LB SGLN .r3XlI 
l1//19X,,l1t4,.1X1...llMC.LB 5OLN =.3X11 
llx,5HPOlNlr.X.5H.E.SE..x.96.ll 
11.1 

,X,2,“- OUTPUT FOR CASE NO.rl3.4” OF .,2,2” -I 
,“.~,I,“.,,,,, _ .--. ---- 

l,‘“r.H”2 **Cl../, 
‘II”*.HG2 ~.fl...5xrlHlr.l.lNlI) 
l,,x,3H02,,1,.3H, *.Fl..r5x.lHl,.O.lHII) 
l/b”.54.// 

IlX,l.NNlN,NU” At I m.Fl..r.lr3X.IOHIPOlNt NO..l..lHll 
ll.Xrl.MM.xl”U” At X =,Fl..r4l.3x~l0HIPOINl NU.,I..lHII 

IIN .lOX.ll,IX.l8HCRIlIC.L POlNll5l:I 
llS.Xr4,rbW.1 1 m~fl.4 41.3”. 

,bYI4ftEP POINT ~O..l..l”lll 
I,,,lX...“.....flN.L P‘alNtOUl AND GR4PHlC.L OISPL.” OF.11. 

2411 
,,121,2,~ . I1AXlWM VALUE 0f,,x,2.,.,“.1N=.F~../ 

121.2,HL . “ININU” VALUE OF.,xr2.I.IL.lM=.FB../ 
12”,2,“* s CR111C.L VALUE OF.lx.2.l.lx.lH=.fB..~ 
lZ”.lZ”P - VALUE Of.lX.2.l.lX. 

3,“PREDIClED RI PERtUYR.llON SOLUIIONI 
12x.,2HC = VALUE 0f.1X.2.1.‘“. 

22HlN CONP.RlSON SOLUTION/ 
12”,29H, . AGREEMENT EElYEEN P AN0 Cl 

I/2x.2HPl,2x.5HXS.SE,3x.2.l..N~.SE.2X.5HxPERl.3x.Z.l. 
,HPERt,2X,5HXCHEK.3X,2.,,.HCHER.2x.2.l..HPlNt.‘X~ 

llx~l3.7FI..rlX.72.ll 
11601.2,~~ . MAxlYUN VALUE OF.lxr2.l~llrlH=~f8../ 

401.2,HL . YlNlWY VALUE Of.lX.2.l.lx.lH=.fB..~ 
bOxrZ,W . CR11,C.L VALUE Of~lX12.1.li*lH=1F8..~ 
Goxrl2HP . VALUE 0f.1Xl2.1.1”. 

3,NPREDlClEO RI PE”lURR.llON SOLUllONl 
l/2x,2NP1,2”.5HxE.SE,3”.2.,,.NE.SE.2x,5MxPER1.3x.2.1. 

.HPERlrlX.96.l~l 
llx.13r4F8.4.lX.9b4lI 

C 
c.....A~N~~NAL ~ER**NAT,ON FoRNnrs FOLLOY. 

ENDEO) 

c 
9OOO,fOUN.l I///,“.20HNUNBER Of CR111C.L POINTS INI 

lx.30NB.SE AND C.LlER.llON SOLUTIONS/ 
‘I lX.3lN.RE UNEGUAL - C.LCUL.llON ENDED1 

9050 fORY.t I,I,l”.2S”NU”.9ER OF CRITICAL POINTS/ 
‘I lX.23”SELECtE” EXCEFDS NUNBEY/ 
. ,X,,GH.CtU.LL” LOCATED - C.LCUL.llOHI 
. IX.SHENOE~I 

9100 FOR”., I///lX~ZOHORDER OF SPECIFIED POINTS INI 
0 lX,,G”B.SE ANO C.LlSP.llON SOLUTIONSI 
. ,x,39HOOES NO” CORRESPOND - C.LC”L.llON 

9500 FOR*.1 IlNll 
EN0 

121 II 

*.lNS7l 
~.lNSl2 
MAIN573 
“AIMS?. 
“AIMS15 
YAlN576 
NAlN571 
NAlN57G 
Y.lN519 
YAIN5nO 
“41115R1 
**IN582 
**IN583 
M.lNS84 
**IN585 
MAlN51b 
NAlN5117 
*AIN 
“4 IN5119 
YAlNS90 
MAIN591 
MA IN592 
“AIM593 
MA 11159, 
11.111595 
MAINS96 
“AlN591 
NAlN59G 
MAIN599 
NAlNbOO 
N.1N.0, 
MAlNbOZ 
NAlN603 
NAlN6”. 
YAlN605 
*bINbOb 
NAINCO? 
MAlNbOl 
Y.lNCO9 
11.111610 
“41N61‘ 
“.,Nb,Z 
“4,Nbl3 
NAlNb,. 
MAlNClS 
“4111616 
“AlN617 
YLINCI8 
“.lH6,9 
Y.lNWO 
MIlNb2, 
“4IN~22 
M.,NbX, 
Y.lNh#. 

SURROUtlNE BANNER 
C 
C.....PRlNl5 TV0 BANNER PAGES VI,” JOB KEYWORD IN UPPER RIGHT CORNER. 
C 

CONNON IHEAD/ lllLEI8Ol 
PEA0 15.10001 TllLE 
00 In I!=.GF.I.> ~~ . . ~_ _._ 
VRllE 16.1020l I111LEl1l.1=,,9, 
YRllE ,..1030l 
WRITE l6.10.01 

IO CONTINUE 
RETURN 

1nnn FOR”.” ,4n.,) 
,020 FOR”41 ll”,rl19x,l3ll”*l,l2Ox.2”~ .9.1,2” l /1201,1311”~l, 
1030 FORY.1 l////////3~“.55,1H*I/3~“.,N*.53%.,H~/ 

I 3”“.,H*rI9x,15HPROGR.” PERlUPP.l9X.lH*/3.5X,,N~.53X.,H~/ 
S 38”.,H*,11.,9HC4LCUL4tES NONLINEAR WJLTIPLE-PARANEltW, 
z lX.lN./3~X.,H..53X.lH=/ 
I 3t3X.lH~.13X.27HCONllNUOUS OR DlSCONllNUOUS< . 13”.1H~/3nx~‘H~,53L~*H*/ 
I 31X,,H*.l5X.22HPERlURE.llON SOLUllONS.lbX.lH*/38x.lH~,53X.lH~/ 
I ,R”.,H~.~oX.~~“Y”~CH REPRESENT CHANGES IN EITHER. 
. ~“.~“~‘3~1,1”~.531,‘“~, 
i ~I,X,~H*.~~X~~~NGEONE~R” OR fLO;-&i&i 
. 13X.lW~I 
. ,“X.lH~r.X.,.HB” EWLOYINO 4 SlR.lNEO- 
. 5X.lH.I 
S 31x.lH*..Xr.4HUtlLl2ING UNIT PERlURR.1 
s 5x.*M*/3nX. 
. 39X.lH~rl6X.2lNPREVlOUSL” CILCULATED. 

. 
1040sfOR”.l 131”.1N~r9x.3.H”l4SE* 4N?r;::,; 

S IO”. 
S 313X.lH*r.x~45MOl5PL4CED FRO* ONE AI 
I ,a.,n-1 
S ~~X~IH*.Z~X.~~HCH.NGE IN GEONETR” OR FL -I . 

‘l”YC. .-.._. 
‘311.,“~,5311.1”*, 
~COOROlN.lE PROCCOURE. 
‘3”“.1”*.53”.1”*/ 
ION5 OElLlMlNLD FRO”. 

LW.53”. I”*, 

‘3”1,,“*.53”*1”*, 
IRATION” 5OLUllON5. 

lH./38x.lN*.53X,ln*/ 
WTHER RI SOME RE.5ON.BLE. 

381.,“~*53”*,“*, 
OY CONDI~IONI 

. 9r.,“‘/3”x.,“..53”,1”*, . 31X*,“*.53”.,“*/ 
S 3Bx.lH*r2lXrlOHYR11lEN B”,221.,M~130”,1H~,53x,,H~/ 
‘I 3.51.1N*.?x.39HJ.ME5 P. ELLIOTT AN0 STEPHEN 5. 51.“.“., 
I 7x.lH*,38”.lH~.53x.l”~, 
S 3Flx.l”‘.53x.,n*, 
S 3.5x.lM~rlx~3.5HNlELSEN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH. INC.. 

BANN I 
ll.NN 2 
EAW 3 
BAMM 4 
EANN 5 
BANN 6 
HAHN 1 
BANN 8 
tInPIN 9 
EANN IO 
ItANN I, 
MANN 12 
BANN 13 
EANN 1. 
tw4ll 15 
IlAWN lb 
tl4NN 11 
BINN II 
BANN 19 
EANN 20 
LIANN 21 
BANN 22 
BANN 23 
MANN 2. 
BANN 25 
BANN 26 
ItANN 21 
EANN PI 
@ANN 29 
nntm 30 
LIANN 3, 
EINN 32 
EANN 33 
EANN ,. 
BANN 35 
BANN 36 
EANN I? 
EANN 31 
EANN 39 
EANN 40 
@ANN 41 
BANN 42 
EANN 4, 
BANN 4. S 94,,“*/3”1,,“~,5311.,H=, 

S 3IX.lH*.l.x.25HMGUNl4lN VIE”. C.LlFO”Nl..l.xrl”*,38..l”~,53x.l”~, WNN 45 
I 38L*5511H.l, AANN 46 

END @ANN 47 

5UIROUllNE DRVPLT ~~C.SEIN.NC.SE.NP.R.N,“N~N,“N.X.”CN~~ OWP 1 
OlNENS,ON “LlME2l3lr”LlNE3l3l ORVP 2 
OlNENS,ON xCS4VEI~.2OOlr”CS.VEl~.2OOl ORVP 3 
DlYEN5,ON XE.SE,200l.XC4LBI200I.xPERtI2OOIrXCHEKl2OOIr”B.SEl200l. WVP 4 

. vC.LBl2OOl.VPERtl2OOl.“CHEKl2oOl.”PRlll2OOl ORVP 5 

W 
w 



CoclGN INEAW ZlIlLEI8OI 
COWW lS.vEl “C54VE.“C54VE 
COMWN 1X”, XB.5E,XC.LB.XPERl.XCHEX.“~.SE,VC.LR.”PE~t.”CHtK.“PRll 
I,.,. NFL01 10, 
IF INPLOT .EG. 01 CALL BE14 
“lN=l”.O*l”“lN-0.11 
N.X.lO.0~lVM.X.0.lI 
““lN.O.l’“lN 
“N.“.G.,~“.” 
ENCODE l2I.lOOO.HLlNE2l lZtllLElll,l=l.9lrlC.5E.NC.SC 
DO 20 K.1.NP.R.N 
NPLOt.NPLOl-I 
ENCODE ,22.1010.HL,NE31 KrNP4R.M 
CALL BGNPL l-l, 
CALL “IXALF I*@L/CSt”l 
CALL ““3ALF l”,NSlR”.*S*l 
CALL SIMPLX 
CALL TITLE II” .,,1”“.,.*SE0.5,C.E”IP,S”.100.6.0.8.0I 
CALL “EADIN (“PLOT IOFI C.L0.25”0.7lPIS”.,00.3.31 
CALL HEADIN ,HL,NE2.28.2.31 
CALL HEADIN lHLlNE3.22.2.31 
CALL GRAF IO.O.“SC.LE”~l.O,VM.X.‘*SC.LE”.“HlNl 
CALL FRAME 
IF (VCR2 .Gt. ““AX, GO 10 IO 
CALL RLVEC I0.0.VCR2,0.2.“CR2.0000~ 
CALL RLMESS l”CSLIPSEEI*IS”.l0G.0.2l.“CR2l 

IO CONTINUE 
CALL GASH 
CALL CURVE IXB.SE.V0.SE~N.OI 
CALL RESET ,“D.SH”l 

,121 
*Ill 

DRVP b 
DRVP 7 
DRIP 8 
GRVP 9 
ORYP IO 
DRVP I‘ 
D”VP 12 
ORVP 13 
DRVP ,A 
“RVP 15 
GRVP lb 
OWP 11 
DOW 18 
DRVP 19 
DRVP 20 
lmw 21 
OWP 22 
GRVP 23 
OWP 2. 
DRVP 25 
OUVP 2b 
ORVP 21 
OWP 2Ll 
0”VP 29 
0”VP 30 
DRVP ,I 
ORVP 32 
ORVP ,3 
OWP ,. 
ORVP 35 
ONVP 3b 
ORVP 37 
ORVP 3R 
ORVP 29 
DPVP 40 
OPVP 41 
ORVP .2 
“PVP 43 
“WP 4. 
CmVP 45 
““VP .b 
“BVP 47 
OQVP rn 
“I)“P 49 
OYYP 50 

SURRGUTINE ECHINP 
DI’IENSION CAPDf2Ol 
READ 15.1000, LECHG 
IF (LECHO .EG. 0, GO 10 10 
YR,lE 16.1010l 
BACKSPACE 5 
GACKSPLCE 5 

IO READ 15.,0201 CAW 
If IEOFlS1, 30.20 

20 IRIIE 11.10201 CARD 

LCNI I 
ECHI 2 
ECnl 3 
ECHI 4 
tCH1 5 
ten, b 
ECHI I 
ECU1 1 
ECHI 9 
ECNI IO 

IF ILECHO .EG. ,I “RllE 16.10301 CARD 
GO 10 10 

3” REYIND’I 
IF ILECHO .EO. 0, RETURN 
READ Il.lO2OI CARD 
READ I1.1020L CAUD 
RF TURN 

1000 FOQY.1 I151 
,010 FORM.1 I‘H,.25,,H*l, 

s lX.lH~.lX.2lHLIStlNG Of INPUT DECK.lX.,H*/ 
I iX,25l,H*l///l 

IOZG FORN.” IPOA., 
1030 fOR”.l I1X.20.4, 

END 

5UBROUllNE FILL IlC.LL.l.SlRlNGl 
C 
C.....f,LLS ARRAY STRING UllN CHARACtER5 FOR l.RLE HEADINGS AND PRINTER 
C PLOTS. 
C 

Gl”ENSlON XE.SEI2OOI.XC.L0l2OOI.XCHEKI2OOl,XPERll2OOI 
GlYENSlON VS.SEl200l.“C.L0l200I.“PER7l2001.”CHEK1200l.”PRtll2OOl 
GlHEN5,ON LOCOI.I.LOCllb1.LSELClIbI.G0l81.G2l”1 
DlRENS,ON SlRlNGl9bl.VN.YI2I.UNl”I2OI.P.RN.MI8, 
REAL MGdlsM2 
CONNON ,P.R.M, P4RN.M.LOCO.LOClrLSELCl.N.NC4SE.LSPEC~LUNll. 

S LC”EK.LPLOl,NSELCl...~.NP.R.M.VN.M 
CONWN lPER1, G0.02,N0,Nl.N2.0l.“CRO.“CRl.VCR2.”NlN.VN.X 
CONNON 1X”, XB4SE,XC4Lr).XPERv,XCNEU.V~.5E.“C.LR.v~ERl.”CHEK.“PRll 
DA,. ,ENl 101 
DATA 5t.R,,“~,. PllHP,. CIIHC,, DASH,‘“-,. HllHH,, ELllHLl. 

S BLANK,‘” ,r DOLL.R/lMS/ 
0.1. UNIT /lHX,lHS.lHt,lHR.lHU.lHN.lHl.lHl.lH .lN . 

S ,H ,I” ,I” ,l”U.lHN.l”l.l”l.l” .I” ,I” I 
GO TO 110.30.501. ICALL 

1” lENl.lENl*i 
IF IIENT .Gl. II RETURN 
UN,,,,2,=VN.“I,I 
UN,t,,.,I=“N4”I2I 
DO 20 J91.20 
DO 20 I(=,.. 
lI.J~2O*lK-II 

2” ~~~W&llll=UNlllJI 

3” NY=96 

40 

1fL.G.n 
If (“CR2 .Gt. ““A” .OR. “CR2 .Ll. 
If ,LC”EK .EG. II NY=12 
R.NGE=v”.X-““IN 
00 40 ll=l.N” 
SlRlNGIlll~D.5H 
SlR,NG,lI=” 
5tRlNGIN”l~EL 
If IIFLAG .EG, It RETURN 
NST.R=,.l”“.X-“CR2,,R.NGE~,NV-It 
5,9111G,NSt.R,.51.R 
RETURN 

“*IN, lFL.G=, 

ECHI II 
ECHI 12 
ECHI 13 
EC”, 1. 
i&i i5 
ECHI lb 
ECHI 11 
ECHI 18 
ECHI 19 
ECHI 20 
ECU1 21 
ECHI 22 
ECHI 23 
ECHI 2. 

FILL I 
FILL 2 
FILL 3 
F,LL 4 
FILL 5 
FILL 6 
FILL 7 
FILL 8 
FILL 9 
FILL 10 
FILL II 
FILL 12 
FILL 13 
FILL I. 
FILL 15 
FILL lb 
FILL I? 
FILL II 
FILL 19 
FILL 20 
FILL 21 
FILL 22 
FILL P3 
FILL 2. 
FILL 25 
FILL 21 
FILL 21 
FILL 28 
FILL 79 
FILL 30 
FILL 3, 
FILL 32 
FILL 33 
FILL -,. 
FILL 35 
FILL 3b 
FILL 37 
fiLL 34 
FILL 39 
FILL 40 
FILL .I 
FILL 42 



50 CONTINUZ 

b0 
DO b0 1l~l.N” 
SlRlNGlllI~BL.NK 
If IIFLAG .EG. 01 5tPINGlNSl.Rl*5l.R 
VP.YPERllll 
If ILCHEK .EO. II YP~YPRllIlI 
NPERt.l~I”“.X-VPI,R4NGE~lN”-,I 
StRlNGlNPERll.P 
IF ILCNEK ,EG. 01 RETURN 
VC=“CHEKIlI 
NCHEK=,*IVN.X-VCl,R.NGE*lNV-,I 
SlRlNGINCHEKl~C 
IF INPER, .EO. NCNEKI SlRlNGlNPERl,=DOL, 
RFTUYN 
LN” 

-AR 

FILL 43 
FILL 4. 
FILL 45 
FILL .b 
FILL 41 
FILL .I 
FILL 49 
FILL 50 
FILL 51 
FILL 52 
FILL 53 
6 ILL 5. 
FILL 5s 
FILL 56 
FILL 57 

SUGROUTINE INPUT IICALLI ,NPU 1 

: 
irpu i 

“11” THE EXCEPTIGN Of l)lL tltLE AND THE EC”0 PIRAYLTER IltE”S I *NW 3 
C AND 21. ALL INPUI FOR PROGRAM PERTURB IS READ R” ,“I5 S.UG”OUt,NE. ,NPU 4 

AND IS REGUIREO IN 1”E FOLLOVING OYOER IFOP DETAILSI “EFEN TO INPU 5 
ACCOYP4N”lNG “ANUALI. lr(pU b 

C ,NPU 1 
n** ITE” NO. , m ‘,,,E C,RD ,n,,Oj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I,,$.,, CO’ 

C 
C 

: 
C 
C 

*NW 
TITLE lOENllflE5 JOG - PRINTED 45 HEADLINE ON FIRST PAGE INPU I 

Of OUTPUT. FIRST NINE CHARAClERS ARE PRINTED 19 INPU I 
UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF GLNNER PAGE. AN0 ,N UPPER INw I 
LEFT CORNER Of SUIIM.“” PAGE. INPU I 

INPU I 
b*. ItE” NO. 2 - ONE CARD (15) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,,NJ , 

INPU I 
LECHO CONTROLS WEtnEll OR NOT INPUT DECK IS PUINTEO. INPU I 

IHPU I 
LECHO . 0 . . . NO OUTPUT INPU I 
LECHO . I . . . OUTPUT INPU 1 

lr(pU i 
B** ITEM NO. 3 m o,,E CARD (,b,5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,Hp,, ) 

: 
C 

: 

: 

: 
C 

: 
C 
C 

: 
C 
C 

N 

NCASE 

UP4R.N 

NSELCT 

LSPEC 

INPU 23 
NUMGER Of DATA POINTS IN BASE AN0 C.LlGR.llON 
SOLUTIONS. 

lww 24 
INPU 25 
INPU 2b 

NUMGER Of CASES FOR VNICH PERlURG.llON SOLU”ION5 ARE INPU 21 
“0 BE CONPUTEO. INw 2G 

1NpU 29 
NUMGER Of PARAIltlERS PERTURGED. INPU 30 

INW 3, 
NUMBER Of COIN75 1111 .DDllION TO END POINTSI TO BE INW 32 
HELO lNV.Rl.Nl IN SlR.lNlNG. 1wu 33 

NOTEI I .LE. NSELCT .LE. b. INPU 3. 
*NW 35 

CONTROLS “0” lNV.Rl4Nl POINTS IN 519.,N,NG ARE 
SPECIFIED. 

INPU 1b 
IHPU 37 
INPU 31 

LSPEC . 0 .,. INV4RI4Nl POINTS SELECTLO FROM .“ONG INPU 39 
‘NOSE LOCATED RI TME PR0bR.M INPU 40 
(SEE ITEN NO. .I INP” 41 

: 
c 

LSPEC . I . . . lNV.Rl.Nl POINTS PRESELECTELI 8” USER *NW 42 
ISEE ITEMS NOS. 12 ANO lb, INw 43 

*NW 4. 
C LUNIT CONTROLS YMlNER OR NOT UNIT COOROINATL STR.lN,NG,S, iNPU 45 
C INO UNIT PERlURB4llONlSI ARE PRINTED. INPU .b 
C INPU 41 
C LUNIT . 0 . . . NO OUTPUT INPU 42. 
C LUNIT . I . . . OUTPUT INPU 49 
C INPU SO 

: 
LCHEK SPECIFIES YHETHER OR NOT PERlURG.tlON SOLUTION 15 10 INYU 51 

GE CMECKEO .G.,NST AN EXACT CGNP.RlSON 5OLUtlON. INPU 52 
C A PRINTER PLOT OF SOLUTION IS MAUE IN tllHEN CASE. INW 53 
I- *NW 5. 
t 
C 
C 

LCHEK . 0 . . . m, CONPARISON 
LCHEK . I . . . CONP.RlSON 

iNW 55 
INPU 5b 
IW” 51 

C LPLOT SPECIFIES Yh.ItnLR 01 NOT 4N 40011,0*4L 401 IV 4 ;NPU 50 

: 
PER1P~R.L DEVICE 15 10 DL *IDE l5Oftb.RE WSl OE INw 59 
SUPPLIED BY USER IN SURROUtl*E PLOT). INPU b0 

I- INPU b1 
i 
C 
c 

LPLOT . 4 . . . NO PERIPNERAL PLOT 
LPLOT = I . . . PERIPHERAL PLOT 

,NW b2 
INPU b3 
INPU b. 

t-4* IlEN NO. 4 - O,,E CARD (,b,5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,P,, ,, 

: 
INPU bb 

----- “NIS ltE” 10 GE OMITTED If LSPEC . I ----- INW bl 
C lNPU LI 

LSELClllI . . . 
ARPA” Of LENGlH b Of YNICN NSELCT ELE”ENt5 ARE READ 
IN. SPECIFIES NATURE Of PGINTS TO GE HELD lNV.R,.Nl 
.CCOPDlNG 10 THE CODE 

I ,.. MlN,Wv* PT. “EL0 lNV.NI.Nt 
2 . . . NAXIWN PT. HELD 1NV.Rl.Nt 
3 . . . lSl,CYlllC.L Pt. NELO 1NV4R1.N’ 
A . . . 2NO CR11,C.L Pt. HELD lNV.Rl.llT 
5 . . . 3RD CR111C.L PT. HELD lNV.Rl.Ut 
b . . . 41” CRll1C.L Pt. HELD lNV.Rl.Nl 

NOTE THAT THE CODE NUYGER5 CAN GE ASSIGNED IN ANV 
ORDER. E.G. 

L5ELCtl1l . I 
LSELCTIZI . 3 
LSELCTOI . 4 

c 
I- 

IS EOUlV.LENt 10 

IN41 69 
INPU 19 
INPU 11 
INPU I2 
INPU 1J 
*NW 14 
IMPU 15 
INW 1. 
INPU 11 
INRl II 
*mu 19 
INPU “0 
INPU Gl 
INW 42 
INPU “3 
IN41 “4 
INPU “5 
INPU “6 
INPU “1 
iI& ,I 
INPU “9 

: 
LSELCTI‘I = 4 INPU 9. 
L5ELCtlZl . I IWU 91 

C LSELCTOI = 3 INPU 92 

: 
INPU 93 

ROTH CORRE5PWDlNG TO NSELCT * 3 YllH ‘ME NINIMUN. INPU 9. 

: 
AND FIRST AND 5ECONO CR11,C.L POINTS HELD INV.R:.Nt. INPU 95 

INPU 9b 
Co*** ITEN NO. 5 - ONE CARD ,241, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,NP,, 9, 

: 
INPU 9G 

VW.* CHARACTER STRING OF LEMGTW 2 LNICN SV~GLIZES lww 99 
C MPEWENT VARlARLt. E.6. CP FOR PYESSURE 1wu109 



: 
COEFFIClENl. INPUlOl 

lNPUlG2 
C-e** ITEN NO. 6 - ow CARD ,,O,“) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,,NJ,n, 
I- 1HDlll”. 

t 
. -. -_“- 

P4RN,M,K, . . . INPU‘OS 
C .RR.” Of I,-CH.Y.ClER STRINGS YHIC” lDENllF” THE INPUlOb 

: 
P.R.NEtERS VARIED. NPARAN ELENENTS OF THE ARRAY INPUlOl 
ARE READ IN. INPUIOI 

C ,NPU,GP 
C.**. ITEM NO. 1 _ O,,E C,$,O ,~$‘O.b, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,P”,)O 

C INY”llI 
C A SCALING P4R4”EtEP I. . -XIII, “HERE XI11 IS FIN51 lNPUll2 
C 0.1. POINT ON LOVE” SURFACt . . . SEE “ANUALI. INPIll 13 
c INY”, I. 

: 
I) SCALING PARANEtER IB = XINI. WERE XlNl 15 LAST DATA IllpUll 

POINT W UPPER SURFACE . . . SEE “.W.LI. INPUllb 
r INPIIII” 
;.... ITE” 110. 8 

_. _... 
m 0°C CA,,0 (~t‘n.6) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,P,J,,,, 

: 
lNPUll9 

MO WOMlN8 MACH NUNBER IN EASE SOLUllON. INPUIZO 
C lNPUl2, 
C*.*. ITEN NO. 9 - ONE C,fl,, (~$,t,.b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,P,,‘ZZ 
: 

lllpU123 
aof 4RR.V Of LENGTH B GIVING VALUE5 Of PERlURB.llON 1NPu12. 

: 
PARANETERS IN BASE SOLUTION. NPAR.” ELECIENTS OF THE IWUI25 
4RR.V ARE READ IN. INPUlZb 

C INPUIZ? 
Cm..* ITE” NO. IO - ONE SET OF C CARDS lBfIO.blr C . I l ,NlIN/Bl ***a** IrrPUlZI 
. ,UI,I,O 

;  

. . - -  _.L _ 

XBASElIIr 1.1.11 . . . 1NPU130 
c x COORDlN.tE IN BASE SOLUTION. 1wu131 

:***. ITEM NO. 11 
lNPUl32 

- ONE 5ET Of C CAR05 18FlO.blr C 45 IN ITEM NO. IO l ** lIIpUl33 

: 
lNPU13. 

“l.5Elll. 1.l.N . . . lNw135 
C OEPENOCWT VARIABLE IN BASE SGLUTION. llpUl36 

: 
1wu137 

l *a- ITEM NO. 12 _ ,,,,E CARD (‘b,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,NP,J,J# 
- I*DIII IO I. . . . . “.~. 

: 
----- THIS ITEM TO IlE ONItlED If LSPEC . 0 ----- 1wu1.0 

1NPU1.1 

C LOCOlll 4RR4” Of LENGTH b Of NHICN NSELCT ELENENTS ARE READ lNPUl.2 

: 
IN. SPECIFIES SURSRIPTS Of THOSE t)ASE FLOV POINTS lNPUl.3 
YHIC” ARE TO BE HELD lNV.Rl.Nl. 1NPu1.4 

C 1Npu1.5 
r....................................................................... ,WU‘,b 

i lNPUl.1 

: 
. ..**a.* WE SET Of ItEN 13 lk!RWGH lb IS lNPUl.8 
. NOTE l REGUlRED FOR EACH Of 1ME NPARAN lNCUI.9 

: 
. ..*a*.. C.L,BR.TION 5OLUllON5. INPUISO 

INPUISI 
C*.*. IlE” NO. 13 - WE c,RD (,jF,O.bj ..*........*....*..*...........*.. *N&v*52 
r lNPUl53 
c Ml ONCOMIHG *AC” WU*BER IN UT” C4L,RR.llGN SOLUTION. lNwl5. 

: 
lNPUl55 

01 VALUE Oc KTH PERlURD.TlW P.R.MEtER IN KlH lNPUl5b 
C C.LIeR4llw 5Rutlw. lNw157 

C 
C**** ITEN NO. 1. - ONE SET Of C CARDS lIflO.bl~ C AS IN ITEM NO. IO 
C 
C XC.LE,II. I. 1-N . . . 
C X COORDINATE IN KfR C.LltlR.llON SOLUTION. 

:- ITE” NO. 15 - ONE SEt OF C CARDS ,8f10.61. C 45 IN ITEN NO. IO 
C 

. . . 

. . . 

_.__ 
iNPUlL 
lNPUlb2 
lNPU163 
1NPU‘b. 
INPlllhS _.._ 

C “C.LBIIl. 1ml.N . . . iNPUlbb 
C OtPENDENt VARIABLE IN KIN C.LlRR.llON 50LUl10N.. INYUlh? 
r lNPUlh.3 
C*--* ,lEM NO. lb - ONE CAR,, (lb,=,) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,P,,,(,Q 
C lNP”l7” 
C ----- THIS ITEN 10 BE O”lttEO IF LSPEC = 0 e-m_- 
r 

iwui7i 
lwwl72 

L 

C LoclllI ARRAV Gf LENGTH b Of ““ICH NSELC, ELENENTS ARE READ iNPUll 
C IN. sPLCIflE5 SURSCRIPTS Of t”OSE POlNtS IN KlH 1NPu174 

C C4L,~R4710N FLOY YHIC” ARE TO BE “EL0 lNV.Yl.Nl. lNPUl15 
r INPUI 7b 
t.....................................,................................. &,j,,, 

: 

INPUlll 
. ..****a ONE SET Of ITENS 11 INROUGH 20 IS lNwll9 

: 
l NOlt . WEGUlPED FOR ELCH Of THE NCASE 1Nw1n0 
. ..=.*.* SOLUTIWS 10 BE COMPUTED. lNPUl41 

C lNwll2 
C***a ITEN NO. 11 - ONE C,,,D ,nF,O.b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,NPU,@3 

C 1wu1n. 

C n2 ONCOMING “LEN NUMBER IN SOLUllON TO BE CONPUlED. 119Ul45 
r IW”I”b 
c 

C*.** ITEN NO. 18 - ONE CARD I8fIO.bl . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..**......*........ 

c 

: 
02lKl ARRAY Of LENGT” II GIVING VALUES Of PERlURB.lION 

P.RANLlERS IN 5OLUtlON TO BE CONPUTEU. NP4R.M 
C ELEMENTS OF 4111.” ARE READ IN. 
r 
c 

C-a. ITEY NO. 19 - ONE SET Of C C.ROS (8flO.blr C AS IN ITEM NO. IO l ** 
C 
c ----- THIS ITEY 10 BE O”IllED If LCNEK . 0 ----- 

: XCHEKllIr I= 1,” . . . 
c I COORDIN.lE IN COMPARISON SOLUIION. 

:-• ITEM NO. 20 - ONE SET Of C CAR,,5 I~f10.61. C 45 IN ITEM NO. IO l .* 

4 ----- THIS ,tEM 10 BE ONlllED If LCHEK . 0 ----- 
r 

: 
VCHEKIlIr l=l.N . . . 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN COMPARl5ON 5OLUlION. 
C 
C....................................................................... 

C 
DINENSION LOCOlbl,LOCIlblrLSELCtIbl 
Dl”ENSlON XB.SE~~~~~.XC.LBI~~~~~~PER~~~OO~.XCMEK~~OO~D 

S “B.SEl200l .“C.L8,200, .“PER112001 .YCHEKlZOOl .“PR11,200l 
DlYEN5lW GOIII.02l8l 
REAL MO.*,.*2 
DlNEN5lON VN.Ml2l.P4RN.MI8I 

_. ____ 
lNwl81 
IwPUl8B 
INPUl89 
1NPu190 
lNPUl9, 
lNwl92 
INPU193 
INPUlP. 
lNPUl95 

K!‘,: 
1NPu190 
lNwl99 
119u200 
1wu201 
1NPu2n2 
lNPU203 
1Niw20. 
1NPu205 
INPUZOL 
INPUZOl 
INPUZOl 
lN+U209 

:zx 
lNPUZl2 



CONNON 
0 

CO**OW 
COMNON 
00 10 ~10.20.30.40.50~* ICbLL 

I” GEhO ,,,,0001 N,NCLSEhPLRIW~NSELCl.LSPEC,L’JNll.LCHEK~LF’LO1 
,F ILSPEC .EO. 0, BECO IL.lO00, ILSELClI,I.l=l.HSELCTl 
DE.0 l1.1010l WAY 

PE.0 I,., 030, IV,,~SF.II~.~=~.NI 
,F ILsPEC .LG. ,I READ 11.10001 lLOCOll,.l=l.NSELC7L 
IE1WN 

30 FIELD 11*10301 *IrGl 
llE.0 ,l.lO,O, lICALBII,.l=l.~, 
READ ,,.,0,0, ~V~~~Bll~rl=l~Nl 
,F ILSPEC .EG, ,, GELD (1.10001 lLOCllll.I=l.NSCLC,l 
RETURN 

,o REID 11.1030, *2 
RE.0 ,,.,O,D, ,921K~.K=l.NPLRLNl 
(IElURN 

so REID ,,.I0301 IF.cHEKIII.I=I*N~ 
READ ,,.,0,0, ~vcHfKll~.I=l~NI 
RETURN 

,000 FORNAT llbl51 
I”,0 FOrlYA1 IZC,) 
,020 FORNAT IlOlGt 
lo30 FORNIT IGFlO.bl 

END 

SURW,,TlNE ,NfERP lN,X,YrXl.VIl 
c 
c.....GI”EN WE SE, OF POlNlS Ill,. ‘I,,,. ,*l,N. IHO WE 5tT XIIJI. 
c Jx1.H. USES L,NLAI( INTERPOLITlON 10 COWUlE THE St, v,(J), J=,.N. 
c 

O,“ENS,ON Xl2OolrVl2OOl~Xll20O,.l,~200~ 
NM,=N-I 
JSTART=, 
00 10 I=loN 
IF 11111~ .LE. X(1,1 GO 10 10 
IF 11,111 .GE. KIN,, GO 10 20 
GO 10 30 

I” J=l 
GO TO LO 

2” J=N-I 
GO TO 60 

3” CONTINUE 
00 SO J=JSlIRl.N*l 
IF I11111 .NE. XIJII GO 70 b0 
“,,,,,“,.I, ._._.~. 
w IO 70 
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INTE 5 
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INTE 9 
INlE 10 
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INTE 12 
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INTE 14 
INTE 15 
INlE 16 
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INTE 20 
INTE 2, 
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INlE 
INlE 
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INlE 
INTE 
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SUGIOUltNE LOCllE lN.I.V~VCRll.lbr(lO.LU~N.L~~~,NC~,~,LCRl~.~LOCl LOCl 
LOCL 

. . . ..OPERAlES ON TM? IWUT &BRAY V. LOC111NG MlNlW” &NO MhIlWM LOCl 
VALUES. AND ALL CllllClL POINTS IV=VCRlll FOR YHICH OIlOX (IN LOCI 
PHISICIL COOROINA~ES, HIS ALGEBRAIC SIGN GIVEN G” lUI.0. NC”,, LOCA 
IS NUCl#ER OF Cr(l,lCIL POlNl5. POINIS FOUND ARE STOREU IN THE ARIIA” COCA 
ILOC 15 FOLLOYS LOCl 

LOCA 
XLOC(II . IIINIUM Pl. LOCI 
XLOCIZ, . “1Xl”UN PT. LOCL 
ILOCl3) = CRlTlCIL PI. No. I LOCl 
. . . . . . . LOCI 
ILOCI6I . CRlllC4L PI. NO. 4 LOCI. 

OIWNSION II2OOI.VI2OOlrLCIl1I~,.~CRl~l4~,~LOClbl 
CONNON /FLOOE”/ ,lEY 
IFLO”=-, 
LNIN=l 
L”.X=l 
ls+rai*z 
IF IIPEV .EO. 01 GO 70 IO 
LW,N=Z 
LM.X.2 
lSIlRTI3 

IO CONTINUE 
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00 30 1~lSTARl.N 
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LCRlTINCRlT>=I-I 
SLOPE=IIIl,-III-I,lIlVlll-VII-III 
ICRITINCRll,8IlI-IIrSLOP~~lVCGll-Vll-~~, 

30 CONTINUE 
ILOC~~I=I~LM~N~ 
aLoC12,*1lL*LI, 
IF INCQIT .EO. 0, RETURll 
00 60 l=,.NCP,l 

60 xLOCIl.2~=xcRl1~l, 
YETURN 
EN0 
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sow IO 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 

C 

DVi 

i 

k 

L 

L1 

L2 

M 

M03 
n 

N 

qj 

9 C. 
3 

9 0. 
7 

Q 

Q C. 
J 

QO 

Ql j 

blade chord, m 

design variable coefficient of profile shape 
function; eq. (22) 

invariant point index; eq. (51; also, index for 
surface shape functions; eqs. (22,23) 

dummy index; eq. (24) 

two-dimensional full potential operator; eq. (1) 

linear operator representing first-order perturbation 
of two-dimensional full potential equation; eq. (3) 

linear operator representing first-order perturbation 
terms arising from coordinate straining; eq. (6) 

number of independent flow or geometrical variables 
to be perturbed 

absolute inlet Mach number 

total number of shock points and high-gradient 
maxima points; eq. (21) 

total number of invariant points, equal to n + 2; 
eqs. (13,14) 
.th arbitrary geometric or flow parameter to be 
ierturbed; eq. (8) 

calibration flow value of q.; eq. (8) 
3 

base flow value of qj; eq. (2) 

approximate flow solution for arbitrary flow quantity; 
eq. (7) 

calibration flow solution for value q,. of arbitrary 
parameter; eq. (7) J 

base flow solution for values 
parameters; eq. (7) 

q, of arbitrary 
j 

j 
th perturbation solution per unit change of 

perturbed parameter qj; eq. (7) 
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ht> 
t 

(X,Y) 

('j Orj 1 

(x1 SY,) 

(x1 'Yl > 

i i 

0. 

(6xi 9 "Yi) 

E. 
J 

E. 
J 

% 
j 

Subscripts 

i 

j 

strained (x,y) coordinates; eq. (4) 

gap to chord spacing ratio 

nondimensional blade-fixed orthogonal coordinates; 
eq. (7), normalized by C 

nondimensional blade-fixed orthogonal coordinates 
related to j th calibration solution; eq. (7) 

straining functions associated with (x,y) coordinates; 
eq. (4) 

straining functions associated with ith invariant 
point; eq. (5) 

angle oncoming flow makes with blade chord line 

unit displacements in (x,y) directions associated 
with ith invariant point; eqs. (5,8) 

desired perturbation change of j th geometric or 
flow parameter; eq. (8) 

perturbation change of j th geometric or flow parameter 
between base and calibration flows; eq. (8) 

thickness ratio of blade 

nondimensional total velocity potential; eq. (l), 
normalized by CVQ, 

nondimensional base flow velocity potential; eq. (2), 
normalized by CVoo 

nondimensional j th perturbation velocity potential; 
eq. (U, normalized by CVm 

denotes quantities associated with i th invariant 
point 

denotes perturbation quantities 

Superscripts 

0 denotes base flow quantities 

C denotes quantities associated with calibration flows 
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TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF FINAL DESIGN VARIABLES AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
WHEN EMPLOYING FULL NONLINEAR TSONIC SOLUTIONS OR 

PERTURBATION METHOD FOR DIFFERENT CHOICES OF 
CALIBRATION SOLUTION MATRIX FOR SIX DESIGN 

VARIABLE SUBCRITICAL OPTIMIZATION CASE 
STUDY USING MAXIMUM SUCTION SURFACE 

VELOCITY DIFFUSION OBJECTIVE 

- 
Design 1 Objective 
Variables KOCR I T I ZM. I P 1 .~ T?iX 1 THLE mm1 Function 

Baseline 
Upper Bound 
Lower Bound 

INITIAL 

-10.0000 0.2500 0.4500 1.50000 0.0500 
0.0000 0.6000 0.5500 4.0000 0.1000 

-15.0000 0.2000 0.2000 .0,5qoo 0.0.300 

FINAL 
TSONIC SOLUTIONS ONLY RESULTS 

.~ CDC 7600 -7.1106 0.2000 0.5500 -0.9401 0.0300 
IBM 3033 -8.8659 0.2400 0.5500~ 0.76JA.-. 0.0300 ~ ~~ ~~ ..~ 

PERTURBATION SOLUTION RESULTS 

CASE 1 
Calibration -7.0000 0.2000 0.5500 0.9400 
Final -9.2223 0.2327 0.5500 0.9281 
CASE 2 
Calibration -9.0000 0.2300 0.5500 0.8000 

Calibration 

Final -8.8714 0.2228 0.5500 0.9523 
CASE 3 

-12.0000 0.3000 0.4000 1.2500 
Final -8.9865 0.3001 0.5500 0.8776 
CASE 4 
Calibration -8.0000 0.3500 0.5000 2.0000 
Final -8.2180 0.3257 0.5500 1.4527 
CASE 5 
Calibration -9.0000 0.3000 0.5000 2.5000 
Final 
CASE 6 
Calibration 
Final 

0.0300 0.0064 
0.0359 0.0052 

0.0300 0.0060 
0.0315 0.0051 

0.0400 
0.0300 

0.0070 
0.0050 

0.0600 0.0060 
0.0385 0.0049 

0.0400 0.0040 
0.0412 0.0037 

0.0600 0.0040 
0.0300 0.0052 

1.6904 

1.6908 

1.6974 

1.7628 

1.7486 

1.6807 
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l ***** CALIBRATION 
..**-PERTURBATION 
-EEXAC!T NONLINEAR 

Figure l.- Comparison of perturbation (0) and nonlinear (-) 
surface pressures for the simultaneous two-parameter 

perturbation of (&,-c) for nonlifting strongly 
supercritical flows past isolated 

NACA OOXX blade profiles. 
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l **i***C!ALIBRATION 
oo=+ooPERTURBATION 
-EXACT NONLINEAR 

M-0.820 

2 0.0 01 0.1 0.4 0.5 

X 

Figure 2.- Comparison of perturbation (0) and exact nonlinear (-) 
surface pressures for the simultaneous three-parameter 

perturbation of (a,M,, T) for strongly supercritical 
106 flows past isolated NACA OOXX blade profiles. 
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Figure 3.- Comparison of perturbation (0) and exact nonlinear (-) 
surface pressures for the simultaneous four-parameter pertur- 

bation of (M,, T,t,cL,) for strongly supercritical flows 
past a cascade of NACA OOXX blade profiles. 
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Figure 4.- Illustration of typical ordinate shape 
functions Fi employed in blade contour 

alteration optimization problems. 
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Figure 5. - Illustration of physical basis of optimization problem involving 
blade surface contouring to taylor the surface pressure distribution 

to a desired distribution. 
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tailoring objective. 
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Figure 7.- Comparison of computational work and objective 
function reduction per optimization search cyclewhen 
employing perturbation method (0) or full nonlinear 

aerodynamic solver (0) for nine design variable 
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surface pressure tailoring objective. 
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Figure 8. - Comparison of perturbation-predicted final design variables and 
objective function for various choices of initial design variable 

stepsize for four design variable supercritical optimization 
case study with drag minimization objective. 
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Figure 9.- Comparison of computational work and objective function 
reduction per optimization search cycle when employing 
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solver (0) for four design variable supercritical 
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